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1. Introduction
1.1.Contextualization
Digitalization and automation cover increasingly large areas of economics, also providing
opportunity for both companies and workers, as long as they’re prepared to change. In
Europe is widely widespread the belief that through a more pervasive digitalization within
companies is possible to give birth to a fourth industrial revolution in which the "cost of
labour" factor loses importance, for the benefit of the workforce cultural factor. In other
terms, instead of cheaper labour costs we should have robots, sensors, equipments and
software applications, with workers, technicians and managers culturally prepared to handle
them. A change of paradigm that effectively opens new scenarios in the production of goods
and services and in the labor market.
A revolution that hinges on a stock of competences to which workers and citizens need to be
trained on, in order to be prepared for the change.
These new capabilities are related to the so-called "Computational Thinking", that must be
deeply connected to the "Critical Thinking", so that is possible to synthesize them into
critically-computational skills (CCT). We must not confuse CCT with computer skills
necessary to perform the ICT professions. It is rather using some of those skills, to create a
culture which incorporate some proven mental processes of that discipline- such as the
definition of algorithms – in order to reuse them in any other fields.
Despite some authors consider Computational Thinking as a key competence, we could
almost think to it as a cross-sectoral learning with respect to the 8 key competences,
particularly those related at least to (#3) science, technology and Mathematics, and (#4)
digital competence.
Whereas young people at schools are (recently) trained on these skills, little or nothing is
done to prepare adults to this transformation. It follows that workers who are not able to
participate in the few training courses on these issues, are likely to meet a cultural gap which
reduces opportunities and professional openings.
The current project, “NACSR-New Adults’ Competences for Skills Revolution”, granted by
the European Commission (Erasmus Plus programme, Key Action 204 Cooperation for
innovation and the exchange of good practices: adults education), aims to help reduce this

gap through a training action on the issue of CCT competences, addressed to trainers,
professionals and adult workers, project’s final recipients.
The goal of the project is to create a Common Methodology for approaching to
teaching/learning of these skills, addressing adults and actually implementing a digital
platform, accessible from desktop or mobile through which teachers can find a guide on how
to teach CCT, and an actual “gym” to train and integrate their own digital culture before
forwarding it to the students. On the same platform, there will be realized 3 case studies by
the project partners in which the CCT is applied to the field of environmental sustainability,
social responsibility and sustainable development. These enable trainers, businesses and
citizens to understand the added value of CCT applied to real problems, and learn a
methodology to teach/learn its sub-skills.
The actions that will be developed within the project will be the following:
1. Study, exchange of experiences and development of a Common Methodology, connected
to existing models with proven effectiveness, suitable to teach/learn the CCT to adult people.
It comprises the breakdown into sub-skills and learning evaluation criteria;
2. Identification of the ICT tools for teach/learn CCT such as app, web app, coding and data
analysis tools, to be integrated in a software solution based on open source LMS platform
type.
3.Realization of training courses on eco-sustainability, corporate social responsibility,
sustainable development and submit them to a test with a sample of adults;
4. Train a significant number of teachers in their own national territories through multiplier
events addressed to training agencies, institutions, and scientific communities.
5.Dissemination to a wide audience of learners and operators of the project results by
providing access to the outputs for 3-year period beyond the end date of the project.
To achieve these results, the project relies on the contribution of Universities, Technology
partners and qualified training agencies, of the four partner countries: Italy, Spain, Poland,
United Kingdom.
The current report develops the first action: A1 - Development of a common methodology for
effective teaching / learning on CCT to adults. After the first meeting of the project, where
the partners exchanged their first ideas, knowledge and experience among partners about

adult education on the competences and under-skills of computational and critical thinking
(CCT), we are focusing on building a Common Methodology for Teaching-Learning the
CCTs. To achieve this goal, the first step planned has been to gather the most relevant and
recent contributions of the scientific literature on CCT, whose result has been this report. The
conclusions of the literature gathering will guide the next steps of this first phase, that will be:
-

the collection of real CCT teaching / learning / assessment practices among the
partners;

-

the collection of different experiences on this topic through in-depth interviews with
educators

As a result of these steps, we will propose a Common Methodology for Learning about
Computational and Critical Thinking targeted to adults (O1).
In the current paper, first, we contextualize the aim of the project through facts and
figures about digital skills in adult people and its relationship with the new ways of
understanding the learning process; secondly we collect the main definitions about
Computational Thinking (CT) and Critical Thinking (CrT), and their related dimensions
and subskills, to discuss their relationship in the next epigraph (Critical Computational
Thinking - CCT); then we analyse the principal benefits and applications of these 21th
century skills; the next epigraphs explain the main methods and resources for the CCT
teaching-learning, both in general, and focused on adults; then, we also discuss the main
quantitative and qualitative methods for CCT assessment; finally a conclusion is
presented to be the base of the next steps in our project.

1.2. Facts and figures
It is obvious to all how digital technologies have transformed the way we do things in every
field of the human activity. And it is not surprising that over half of the jobs of the next
twenty years is expected to be invented and halfway through what we know to do will be
automated in the meantime. In Europe, the technological revolution will have a tangible
impact on 54 million people between France, Germany, Spain, England and Italy, say at
Oxford Economic. But digitization and automation cover wider spaces in the economy and

can be an opportunity for both companies and people active in the work world, provided they
are prepared for transformation1
In our project, with 4 European countries involved (Italy, Spain, Poland and UK), 3 of the
four partners have a digital capital below the EU average, with less than 50% of their human
resources having at least basic skills usage with digital devices (see Figure x), compared with
other countries like Finland (almost 80%), the country's most advanced. One of the variables
that distinguishes Finland's performance is the percentage of adults participating in lifelong
learning initiatives (32,9% versus 9,4% in Spain, 8,3% in Italy and 3,7% in Poland; see
Figure x). Therefore, we can stablish a correlation between development of digital skills and
lifelong learning.

Figure 1. Digital Economy and Society Index (DESI) 2017, Component 2 - Human Capital,
by aggregate scores, 2017

Source: European Commission, Digital Scoreboard (2017)
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See Skills Revolution Research - Presented at the World Economic Forum 2017 in Davos
by Manpower Group https://goo.gl/4V83Yh
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Figure 2. Participation rate in education and training (last 4 weeks), 2016

Source: Eurostat (2016)
On the other hand, the need for developing adequate levels of skills for successful
participation in the labour market and society as a whole is one of the core priorities
recognised by the European Commission (see e.g. Holford & Mohorcic-Spolar, 2012;
Boeren, 2016). Lowering the number of young people leaving school without a final
qualification of secondary school is one way to achieve a higher general skill level, but also
the stimulation of adults to undertake additional education and training throughout life is high
on the European policy agenda (European Commission, 2009). It is clear that participation
rates in lifelong learning vary between countries and that this correlates to the level of digital
skills of the population in these countries. Apart from differences in lifelong learning
participation rates, variation also exists in relation to the use of skills at work. One concept
we will be focussing on later in this paper is the notion of ‘problem solving skills’. Exploring
data from the Programme for International Assessment of Adult Competencies, a project
undertaken by the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD, 2013),
it is clear that the use of these skills also vary in the four countries participating in our
project, as demonstrated in Figures X and X.

Figure 3. Skill use at work – problem solving – simple problems
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Problem solving at a lower level is part of the daily working environment for more than half
of workers in the UK. Although the percentages for daily problem solving are lower in Spain
and Italy compared to the UK, it is clearly lower in Poland. A similar trend can be found in
relation to more complex levels of problem solving to be used at work. The use of everyday
complex problem-solving skills is clearly lower in Poland, although rather similar in the other
three countries. The UK data show a peak at the level of complex problem solving at a
weekly basis. In Spain, nearly 30 percent of respondents indicated never to use complex
problem-solving skills as part of their work. There might be differences reasons for these
findings. Countries differ in the types of employment they have an offer because of
differences in the types of sectors that operate in their countries. The UK, for example, is
strongly dominated by the banking sector and other types of service economies. Poland is a
country that only joined the European Union in 2004 and has seen strong levels of brain drain
among its population, with many young talented workers moving to other countries, e.g. the
UK. The high proportion of Poles in the UK was one of the themes strongly discussed in the
run up to the Brexit referendum in June 2016. Spain and Italy are Southern European

Mediterranean countries who have been hit hard by the economic and financial crisis of the
late 2000s and who are still in the process of coping with high levels of youth unemployment.
Figure 4. Skill use at work – problem solving – complex problems
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PIAAC also contains data on the level of computer use at work. Similar to the use of problem
solving skills, workers in the UK seem to score highest on moderate and complex use of
computers, although the differences with Poland and Italy are small. The country that seems
to have more workers engaging with lower level straightforward use of computers is Spain,
which also scores lower on the moderate level of computer use. While straightforward use of
computers might dominate a range of elementary and semi-skilled jobs, it is expected that
more and more jobs in the future will demand a higher level of sophistication in relation to
digital skills. As such, the proportion of adults using complex computer skills is rather low
and is likely in need of increasing over the coming years.
The use of skills within PIAAC is a subjective measure and does not necessarily reflect on
the actual skill level of the adult. However, PIAAC includes direct measures of skills and it is
important to explore these as well, having a more detailed look into the skills profiles of
adults in the four countries within our project. PIAAC distinguishes between literacy,
numeracy and problem-solving skills in a technology rich environment. Data for literacy and
numeracy are available in all four countries but data in relation to problem solving in a
technology rich environment were not collected in Spain and Italy. An overview of direct

skill scores for the separate countries can be found in Table X. For each of the skills, separate
scores are indicated for the core socio-economic and socio-demographic variables.
Figure 5. Level of computer use at work
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Data indicate that men score higher in all countries for numeracy and problem solving in a
technology rich environment, although this is not the case in all four countries for literacy.
This is not entirely surprising as it is well known that men are more likely to end up choosing
for STEM related courses and jobs in hard sciences, which rely more on numeracy skills. For
all countries and types of skills, it is clear that having higher levels of education positively
correlates with higher levels of skills, although problem solving for low educated in Poland
seems to be an exception. Generally speaking, higher educated adults clearly have an
advantage in relation to undertaking more complex level tasks in relation to literacy,
numeracy and problem-solving in a technology rich environment. Unsurprisingly, younger
adults tend to score higher on the direct skills measures, which is likely the result of the
democratisation of education and the higher proportions of younger people going to higher
education. However, in the UK, it is interesting to see that the youngest group of adults score
lower on literacy and numeracy measures than those in their mid-30s to mid-40s.
Unsurprisingly, the data also demonstrate that participation in lifelong learning activities in
adulthood and that having a job positively correlates with the higher level of skills. It is
therefore important to strive towards a more equal and inclusive society in which all adults
receive the opportunity to engage in additional training and to further develop themselves

within meaningful employment. The reasons why the low skilled participate less in lifelong
learning activities can be multiple (see Boeren, 2016). Because of their higher chance to be
unemployed or to be employed in elementary jobs, they are not in a situation in which an
employer is likely going to invest in their skills. While extra training might help them in
getting a job or finding a better job, there are no guarantees this will happen in reality.
Furthermore, adults with the lowest levels of skills tend to be low educated and do thus not
have the similar experiences than highly educated adults to be successful in an education and
training setting. This might have lowered their attitudes towards learning and undermined
their confidence. Similarly, many adults might be unaware of the training opportunities
available to them.
Table 1. PIAAC skills among partner countries
ES

IT

PL

UK

ES

LITERACY

IT

PL

UK

NUMERACY

PL

UK

PSTRE

male

254.06

250.69

263.30

274.15

251.64

252.63

259.48

269.35

278.22

285.06

female

249.40

251.40

270.66

271.15

239.47

241.39

258.41

255.20

271.14

275.11

low ed

228.10

235.98

248.30

239.32

219.81

228.85

232.55

225.52

279.89

252.80

medium ed

261.65

263.79

258.50

273.86

258.06

263.30

252.60

263.31

262.86

278.08

high ed

282.46

281.98

297.78

294.13

277.73

281.70

289.20

286.25

287.54

296.11

age 34 and younger

263.90

261.36

279.65

274.22

256.55

257.99

269.24

263.12

283.18

289.70

age 35 - 44

258.70

253.46

266.30

278.63

254.95

250.09

260.51

268.37

271.17

282.63

age 45 and older

238.06

241.57

254.47

268.01

231.42

236.63

247.69

258.20

251.36

267.59

LLL participant

265.99

268.20

283.11

283.36

261.40

268.73

275.01

274.50

278.92

286.33

LLL non-participants

235.31

242.27

253.20

258.37

228.04

237.74

246.25

245.34

258.32

265.52

no paid work 12 months

238.65

244.76

258.20

253.37

229.19

234.94

246.54

238.57

272.65

264.36

paid work 12 months

257.88

254.99

271.49

278.61

253.28

254.57

265.18

269.57

275.34

284.10

Source: OECD (2013)

Through a more pervasive digitization within businesses, it will be possible to create a
fourth industrial revolution in which the "labor cost" factor will lose relevance to the
benefit of the "cultural factor". In order to hope to be part of it, it is necessary that
specialization is complemented by transverse skills to achieve a different look at the
problems. These skills are part of a culture that takes the name of Computational
Thinking (introduced by computer scientist Jeannette Wing in 2006), identified with the
acronym CT, which we can assume in a very simple way as the "thinking in terms of
information processing".
CT is an interdisciplinary perspective and a set of problem solving skills such as:
- Collect appropriate information and select the most relevant ones (data collection).
- Interpret data (extrapolate meaning), locate recurring properties or structures, draw
conclusions (data analysis)
- Organize and represent data through tables, graphs, diagrams, figures, text
descriptions, etc. (representation of data)
- Reduce complexity to clarify the main idea, identify important features and create
patterns (abstraction)
- Plan a complex task by decomposing it into easier tasks to deal with (decomposing a
problem)
- Give multiple responses to issues (creativity)
- Identify the solution alternatives to choose the best combination of steps and resources
(critical thinking)
- Plan and arrange sequences of steps to solve a problem (algorithms)
- To use or create simulations, for example to make experiments (simulation)
- Recognize how technology can help us accomplish new tasks that would otherwise be
overly repetitive, very difficult or even impossible to deal with (automation)
- Organize people, tasks and resources to work together in the same time interval in
order to pursue a common goal (parallelization).
Thanks to the introduction of the CT in the school curriculum (since 2016 in different
European countries), children are adopting this way of problem solving. Teachers (of all
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subjects) are also trying to acquire this culture before applying it to the classroom and
are still far from being understood as interdisciplinary, not computer science, but that
from it take some consolidated categories.
But what do we do for those who came out of the school and are on the job market?
And what do we do for those who take care of adult education to adapt themselves to
teaching on this subject? If we do not want adults to be culturally out of game we have
to respond. From here, the NACSR project moves forward, adding to these
considerations an emphasis on the importance of critical thinking. When complexity
facilitates short circuits, critical thinking is required ("thought is critical or not
thinking") that is to say with Gallino the "ability to judge what alternatives exist, even in
situations where it does not seem to exist, and to choose between them looking at those
that go in the direction of the final ends ". The project needs a comparison with different
cultures and experiences, and a solid scientific contribution, for this reason it involves
universities and training agencies from other European countries

1.3. New ways of learning: Bloom's taxonomy adapted to digital era
The underlying framework used in this project starts from the revised Bloom Taxonomy
(1956) published by Anderson and Krathwohl (2001) and can be situated in the field of
cognitive learning science. Despite its longevity, Bloom’s taxonomy is still the main
tool for stablishing the learning objectives in different levels of education. This
taxonomy hierarchically organizes the ways in which people learn, starting from the
most basic functions to the most complex levels of knowledge, representing factual,
conceptual, procedural and metacognitive knowledge.
The different cognitive processes in which the learning levels in this revised taxonomy
of Anderson and Krathwohol are decomposed are the following:
1. Remembering: It is based on recognizing elements using the memory. Remembering
is present when memory is used to recall or retrieve definitions, facts or lists of
concepts.
2. Understanding: In this case, cognitive processes are used to construct meaning from
different types of functions, written or graphic activities such as interpreting messages,
proposing classifications, summaries, inferring, comparing, and explaining.
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3. Applying: This cognitive process refers to situations in which materials acquired
through products such as models, presentations, interviews or simulations are being
implemented into practice
4. Analyzing: In this process, the learner is able to break concepts into parts,
determining how the parts relate or interrelate with each other or with the overall
structure or purpose. The learner can construct mental actions to differentiate, organize
and distinguish between components or parts. Afterwards, the person is able to illustrate
this mental function to create e.g. spreadsheets, surveys, diagrams or schemes, or
graphical representations.
5. Evaluating: Before the creative function, the final level of the revised taxonomy by
Anderson & Krathwohl (2001), the learner has to be able to make judgments based on
criteria and standards of control and criticism before being able to ‘create’ something
new
6. Creating: As the most difficult cognitive process according to Anderson & Krathwohl
(2001), ‘creating’ is based on the integration of elements to form a coherent and
functional whole, reorganizing them in a new model or structure.
In these cognitive process, 4 levels of knowledge are produced, from the simplest to the
most complex:
1. Factual knowledge – At this level, students should have basic levels of knowledge in
order to feel familiar with a discipline or to be able to solve problems.
2. Conceptual Knowledge – At the conceptual level, students should be able to
recognize interrelationships between basic elements within a larger structure and
understand how these elements can work together.
3. Procedural Knowledge – At the procedural level, students know ’how to do
something, research methods, and criteria for using skills, algorithms, techniques and
methods’.
4. Metacognitive Knowledge – At this level, “knowledge of cognition in general, as
well as awareness and knowledge of one's own cognition” (based on Bloom’s
Taxonomy by Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001, p.29).
According to Ananiadou & Claro (2009) and Larson & Northern Miller (2011), despite
they base their studies on the old Bloom’s taxonomy, all of these skills can be integrated
14

in 21st century students’ competencies. In this sense, Churches (2007, 2008) rethought
on the revised Bloom’s taxonomy by Anderson and Krathwohl (2001), adapting it to the
digital era, where technology and collaborative practices take a very relevant role in
learning. According to Churches, both collaborative learning and ICTs aren’t new
knowledges, but tools for making easier and more effective the process of remembering,
understanding, applying, analysing, evaluating and creating.
Brennan & Resnick (2012) and Gouws, Bradshaw & Wentworth (2013) linked this
revised typology to the concept of “computational thinking" (hereinafter CT) and
"critical thinking" (hereinafter CrT), two competencies that Wing (2010, p. 3) claimed
as ‘the new literacy of the 21st century’. Brennan & Resnick (2012) and Gouws et al.
(2013) explain that Computational and Critical Thinking (hereinafter CCT) is one of the
most effective way to complete the cognitive process explained by the aforementioned
taxonomy. That is because CCT is based on the idea of breaking complex problems into
different and more manageable parts, recognize the patterns of these parts and the
attributes that define them, organize the data, being able to abstract and represent the
problem in different ways, for later creating multiple and original responses to that
problem. Then the solution can be generalized, transferring the problem solving to a
wide variety of other questions. This CCT allows to the learner to acquire a logicalcritical thinking, identifying different alternatives to solve a problem, and different
combinations between them, like the algorithm pattern that computers use, but
promoting at the same time an organic cooperation between all the participants. Linking
back to the typology described above, critical thinking therefore is mainly situated at the
more advances levels of cognitive learning, as discussed by Anderson and Krathwohl
(2001), based on original work by Bloom (1965), including also collaborative and
digital skills (Churches, 2007; 2008).
In our project, our aim is to apply this methodology of breaking-down the macro skills
of CCT into “sub-skills” in order to be used on a Digital Training Support Platform for
the teachers to be applied in effective and motivating adult training. Using the revised
typology by Churches (2007, 2008) as our framework, examples of ICT tools and Apps
related to each cognitive process and that are aligned with the new skills for 21 st
century, such as collaborative and digital competencies are the following:
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1. Remembering: Mind map, flashcards, presentation tools, Open Office, Google
Documents, Moodle, Hot potatoes, search engines (google, ask, yahoo), library
catalogues (Google Academic, etc.)
2. Understanding: Word Processing, Mind map, wikis, web publishing, blog journals,
collaborative documents (google documents), wikis, podcasts, facebook publishing.
3. Applying: GIMP, Paint, Comic creation tools (comic life, Hypercomic), presentation
tools (powerpoint, google presentation), creation of podcasts, interviews (skype, etc.),
editing of video (windows movie-maker, etc.).
4. Analyzing: survey tools (Google Drive, SurveyMonkey), discussion boards (forums,
etc.), relational databases (MySQL, Access), GIS systems (Google Earth, Google maps,
Flickr), Relationship mind maps (SWOT, etc.), presentation tools, web publishing, etc.
5. Evaluating: Panel discussion (word processing, podcasts, twitter), reports of
evaluation (web published, wikis, presentation tools as Power Point), Networking
(social networking tools), instant tests online (moodle, labtests, etc.)
6. Creating: All the previous tools can be applied for the creation of new knowledge.

2. Definition of CT
But, let’s start with the beginning. Despite of the fact that CT is a concept with a short
story, there are already different approaches to its definition. To distinguish them,
Román-González, Pérez-González & Jiménez Fernández (2017) propose the following
classification: a) generic definitions; b) operational definitions; c) educational and
curricular definitions
a) General definitions
The first time CT was defined was in 2006 by Jeannete Wing, and reformulated by
herself in 2010 as the “thought processes involved in formulating problems and their
solutions, so that the solutions are represented in a form that can effectively be carried
out by an information-processing agent” (Wing, 2011, p.33). This definition was
quickly deepened, including the subskills that CT is based on, as Selby & Woollard
(2014) stated, CT is “a brain-based activity that enables problems to be resolved,
situations better understood, and values better expressed through systematic application
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of abstraction, decomposition, algorithmic design, generalization, and evaluation in the
production of an automation implementable by a digital or human computing device”.
To simplify its conceptualization, authors like Hu (2011), Denning (2009) or Korkmaz,
Çakir, & Özden (2017) have defined CT as a problem-solving process, a system
designing and a method of understanding the human behaviors by drawing attention to
the basic concepts of the science of computer
As CT was a concept linked with computers by its word definition, provoking confusion
with programming and other computational sciences (Grover & Pea, 2013), Wing
(2006) clarified what was CT and what was not, pointing out the following statements
about CT meaning:
-

CT is conceptualizing, not programming. In CT to think as a computer scientist
is beyond being able of programming a computer, because, as Selby & Wollard
(2014) also explained, it requires multiple levels of abstraction.

-

CT is a fundamental, not a rote skill. This statement means that is a competence
that humans need to function in an effective way in the Society of Information
(Castells, 2010), not just a mechanic process as computers work. So, CT is a
human way of thinking and solving problems. Because of that, it requires also
skills that computers are not able to have: Creativity and imagination. Using
digital devices, humans are able to find solutions to problems that are limited for
computers. In other words, digital devices can be very useful tools for CT but
human skills are essential to develop it.

-

CT complements and combines mathematical and engineering thinking.
Computer science is formally based on mathematics and, when interacting with
reality, on engineering thinking, but CT, overcoming the limitations of digital
devices, complements the previous two by being able to go beyond the physical
world.

-

CT is based basically on ideas, not artefacts. CT is based on computational
concepts that allow us to solve problems, tackle with our daily lives and
interacting effectively with digital devices and other people, although
technology is present all the time in our lives.

-

CT is for everyone and everywhere. Its aim is to be integral to human skills in its
most inclusive meaning. It’s a grand vision that allows children and adults to
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change their view on problem solving, only limited by curiosity and
imagination.
b) Operational definitions
However, more than 10 years after Wing's initial formulation of what the TC implied,
there is still some confusion in the term, especially when it comes to transferring it to
education and evaluating its development and effectiveness (Grover & Pea, 2013;
(Román-González, Pérez-González, & Jiménez-Fernández, 2017). Because of that,
Weintrop et al. (2015, p.130) consider that ‘‘it will be necessary to break computational
thinking down into a set of welldefined and measurable skills, concepts, and/or
practices’’ (p. 130). Despite of the fact that in literature those elements are defined in
different ways, we defend that first it’s needed to define the different types of thinking
that CT includes, according to literature. A simple but holistic approach to that, has
been the proposal made by Korkmaz et al. (2017) basing their work on ISTE (2015)
proposal, identifying the following types of thinking that CT includes: algorithmic
thinking, cooperativity, creative thinking, critical thinking, and problem solving.
About Algorithmic Thinking (AT), Hu (2011) and Katai (2014) define it as the
process towards formulating the steps that leads to the desired result, and Cooper, Pérez
& Rainey (2010) include a relevant specification, that AT “does not require a computer
and mathematical thinking and is almost solely dependent on the human’s formalization
capacity for abstraction’’ (p. 28). In other words, although the AT is the usual process
that is followed in computing, where an input is received and it is processed
sequentially to provide an output, the abstraction of human thought when solving a
specific problem, sequencing it in a number of concrete steps, proposing alternatives to
arrive at the best solution, is a clear example of AT, such as elaborating a cooking
recipe or following a series of instructions for driving a vehicle (Yadav, Stephenson &
Hong, 2017).
One of the competences or subskills that does not appear in all the descriptions of CT,
but that authors like Farris & Sengupta (2014) o Standl (2016) condider essential, is
Cooperativity (Coop). This is because, for the resolution of complex problems,
collaborative work is an essential skill, involving simultaneously different behavioural
and socialcognitive skills (Warneken, Steinwender, Hamann, and Tomasello (2014) and
widening those cognitive processes engaging with the thought processes of one or more
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partners (Dolek et al., 2017). In the current Network Society (Castells, 2010), the
resolution of complex problems though a shared way the resolution of complex
problems in a shared way is presented as an essential ability to participate effectively at
the social and labor level.
As Wing already proposed (2006), other of the essential capabilities when applying CT,
offering solutions to complex problems, is the Creative Thinking (CreT). In a
simplified way, Korkmaz et al. (2017, p. 561) define CreT as “the skill of being able to
reveal a non-existent product, being able to imagine or being able to carry out a work in
was different than those seen by everyone and being able to develop new ideas”.
However, it is not just about creating new ideas or products, but it is also one of the
essential dimensions of the CrT, (DeSchryver &Yadav, 2015), as we will see in next
epigraphs. This is because an individual who has the property of creative thinking also
has the ability to solve problems through the CrT, since both are trying to solve a
problem by developing genuine ideas, different from the ordinary ones (Korkmaz et al.,
2017).
Authors like Ater-Kranov, Bryant, Orr, Wallace & Zhang (2010), and, more recently,
Kules (2016), as we defend in the present project, they point out that one of the
competences or types of thinking most commonly related to the CT is the Critical
Thinking (CrT). If the main objective of the CT is the resolution of complex problems
effectively, the CrT provides a multidimensional approach to deep reflection, evaluating
the problem, selecting and adapting in a justified way existing knowledge and skills to
solve it, predicting possible outcomes, fostering the abstraction, deducing and
generalizing (Kules, 2016, Williams, 2005). Although in the following sections we will
dedicate ourselves to the more concrete definition of this term, it is essential to highlight
that authors such as Voskoglou and Buckley (2012) consider that the process of CrT is
similar to that of CT when proposing creative solutions based on preexisting
knowledge, being a precursor or antecedent of the CT in the resolution of problems.
Evancho (2000) emphasizes that the CrT is defined as “the individual to make analyst
and assessment-oriented conscious judgments and express these judgments to reach a
decision as to that s/he shall do or believe” (Evancho, 2000), so, as a conclusion, when a
problem is solved using the CrT (and as we will see complex problems always need
CrT), it can be considered as a fundamental component of the CT.
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Finally, the fifth subskill associated with the CT, as we explained above, is the Problem
Solving (PS) (Hu, 2011; Denning, 2009). In this sense, the PS is associated with the
AT, since the process that is followed to solve a problem in a computational way is to
structure it through data or information and propose an algorithmic solution (Hu 2011).
In other words, faced with an obstacle that, a priori, was not easy to understand, we
compromised cognitively and subconsciously with the search for a solution (Voskoglou
and Buckley 2012) based on some form of computation (National Research Council,
2011).
To sum up, each type of thinking is a way of solving problems, although when they
come together they give rise to a new and more powerful skill. So, the CSTA-ISTE
(2015) defines CT as the common reflection of CreT, AT, CrT, PS, and Coop.
Therefore, “when these skills are taken into consideration as together, they explain a
brand-new thinking skill that is called as CT” (Korkmaz et al., 2017, p. 260).
Other publications have tried to operationalize more the definition of CT specifying in a
concrete way, not only the types of thought, but the subskills that the CT includes.
Following CSTA & ISTE (2011), Seehorn, et al. (2011) or even Google for Educators
(2017), these TC components could be disaggregated into the following skills
(considered as concepts by Kules, 2016):
-

1. Formulating problems in a way that enables us to use a computer and other

tools to help solve them
-

2. Logically organizing and analyzing data

-

3. Representing data through abstractions such as models and simulations

-

4. Automating solutions through algorithmic thinking (a series of ordered steps)

-

5. Identifying, analyzing, and implementing possible solutions with the goal of

achieving the most efficient and effective combination of steps and resources
-

6. Generalizing and transferring this problem-solving process to a wide variety

of problems
For developing those skills (or concepts), some dispositions are needed (Kules, 2016),
although work with CT will be useful also to develop them:
-

Confidence in dealing with complexity
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-

Persistence in working with difficult problems

-

Tolerance for ambiguity

-

The ability to deal with open-ended problems

-

The ability to communicate and work with others to achieve a common goal or
solution.

On the other hand, Yasar, Maliekal, Veronesi & Little (2017), faced with this
complexity of definitions, have tried to specify the central and essential elements of
the CT. According to the authors, associative processing (understood as inductive
reasoning, and therefore, as abstraction), distributive (understood as deductive
reasoning, which allows us to decompose complex information), storage and
retrieval of information, seem to be fundamental of the thought generated by a
computational mind. In essence, they explain that the natural inclination of our brain
is, before a complex problem, to break it down into smaller fragments, "attacking"
each one separately, until a cumulative (reunited) solution is found. This process is
the one used, as we said, by human beings due to the experience accumulated in the
PS, but also by computers. This process, as we will see, is the basis of modelling
used as a priority tool as a work tool for the acquisition of CT.

c) Educational-curricular definitions
Román-González et al. (2017) emphasize a third block of approaches to the CT that,
more than definitions themselves, are ways of developing this competence in
educational environments such as the classroom. The organization Computing At
School (CAS Bareffot 2014) affirms that CT involves six different concepts (logic,
algorithms, decomposition, patterns, abstraction, and evaluation), and five approaches
to work (tinkering, creating, debugging, persevering, and collaborating) in the
classroom (CAS Barefoot, 2014), an idea developed in the UK. While in the USA,
Brennan and Resnick (2012) describe the TC as a framework in which they develop
three key dimensions: ‘computational concepts’ (sequences, loops, events, parallelism,
conditionals, operators, and data); ‘computational practices’ (experimenting and
iterating, testing and debugging, reusing and remixing, abstracting and modularizing);
and ‘computational perspectives’ (expressing, connecting, and questioning).
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On the other hand, in this educational approach, Kules (2016) assimilates CT skills with
learning outcomes, listing the following ones as the most important between the ones
formulated by Seehorn et al. (2011):
-

Use predefined functions and parameters, classes and methods to divide a
complex problem into simpler parts

-

Describe a software development process used to solve software problems (e.g.,
design, coding, testing, verification).

-

Explain how sequence, selection, iteration, and recursion are building blocks of
algorithms.

-

Compare techniques for analysing massive data collections.

-

Describe the relationship between binary and hexadecimal representations.

-

Analyse the representation and trade-offs among various forms of digital
information.

-

Describe how various types of data are stored in a computer system.

-

Use modeling and simulation to represent and understand natural phenomena.

-

Discuss the value of abstraction to manage problem complexity.

-

Describe the concept of parallel processing as a strategy to solve large problems.

-

Describe how computation shares features with art and music by translating
human intention into an artefact.

3. Definition of CrT
The definition and structure of CrT has claimed for more attention from scientific
literature than CT, because it’s a much older concept (Lai, 2011; Moore, 2015), but can
be generally defined as “the use of cognitive skills or strategies that increase the
probability of a desirable outcome. Critical thinking is purposeful, reasoned, and goaldirected. It is the kind of thinking involved in solving problems, formulating inferences,
calculating likelihoods, and making decisions (...) When we think critically, we are
evaluating the outcomes of our thought processes – how good a decision is or how well
a problem is solved” (Halpern, 1998).
As advocated by authors such as Mueller et al. (2017), depending on the complexity of
the problem, the CrT activates thoughts of a higher order, if the problem involves a
great complexity, or of a lower order, if the problem is simpler. In the first case, the
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thought is not necessarily algorithmic, since it is a more demanding cognitive process,
while, in the second case, the thought follows a more direct sequential algorithmic style
that involves a minimum cognitive load to arrive at more direct to the final solution.
However, for Voskoglou & Buckley (2012) CrT is often considered a type of nonalgorithmic and complex way of thinking that seeks multiple solutions to a problem.
Following, as in the case of the CT an operative definition, these authors emphasize that
the general abilities that the CrT encompasses are: analysis, synthesis, evaluation,
inferring, estimating, predicting and generalising (abstraction).
However, if we deepen into the different skills associated with these abilities, Kules
(2016) selects the following ones, basing its model in Paul & Elder’s work (2005)
-

Developing insight into egocentricity or sociocentricity

-

Exploring thoughts underlying feelings and feelings underlying thoughts

-

Developing intellectual humility and suspending judgment

-

Refining generalizations and avoiding oversimplifications

-

Comparing analogous situations: transferring insights to new contexts

-

Developing criteria for evaluation: clarifying values and standards

-

Questioning deeply: raising and pursuing root or significant questions

-

Analyzing or evaluating arguments, interpretations, beliefs, or theories

-

Generating or assessing solutions

-

Listening critically: the art of silent dialogue

-

Making interdisciplinary connections

-

Reasoning dialogically: comparing perspectives, interpretations, or theories

-

Comparing and contrasting ideals with actual practice

-

Examining or evaluating assumptions

-

Distinguishing relevant from irrelevant facts

-

Making plausible inferences, predictions, or interpretations

-

Giving reasons and evaluating evidence and alleged facts

-

Recognizing contradictions
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-

Exploring implications and consequences

Moreover, the Critical Thinking Community, through the work by Paul & Elder (2005)
stablish that the basic conditions implicit whenever we gather, conceptualize, apply,
analyse, synthesize, or evaluate information - the elements of reasoning (concepts) - are
the following:
-

Purpose – the goal or objective of the intellectual activity

-

Question-at-issue – the specific question, issue or problem that is being
addressed

-

Point of view – the perspective being taken

-

Assumptions – explicit or implicit, which shape the point of view and how we
reason information/data

-

Concepts – the ways we categorize and interpret phenomena

-

Inferences – the conclusions we draw

-

Implications – what our inferences compel us to believe or do

To assess among students these elements of reasoning that CrT includes, Paul & Elder
(2005) propose the following intellectual standards: Clarity, Accuracy, Precision,
Relevance, Depth, Breadth, Logic, Fairness. Therefore, a rubric for assessing this
complex concept of CrT could be the following.
Table 2. CrT Rubric
Intellectual standards

Elements of reasoning

Clarity

Accuracy

Precision

Relevance

Depth

Breadth

Logic

Fairness

Purpose
Question-atissue
Point of
view
Assumptions
Concepts
Inferences
Implications

Source: Own elaboration based on the work by Paul & Elder (2005)
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On the other hand, Voskoglou & Buckley (2012), point out that CrT is a prerequisite to
knowledge acquisition, combining concepts and principles. Concepts are acquired
through abstraction and principles connect those concepts as a network, forming a
cognitive structure. When a new concept is acquired it has to fit the pre-existing
cognitive structure, not being possible this process without CrT. So, according to these
authors critical thinking is a prerequisite to knowledge acquisition and application to
solve problems. However, as we will discuss in the following section, CrT “is not a
sufficient condition when we are faced with complex real technological problems.
Technological problems require also a pragmatic way of thinking such as CT.”
(Voskoglou & Buckley, 2012, p. 32)

4. Discussion on CCT (relationship among CT and CrT)
As we have seen, synthetically, CT is a new problem-solving method, named like that
because it uses extensively computer science techniques. On the other hand, we’ve
analysed the concept of CrT because its close relationship with CT. Quoting Voskoglou
& Buckley (2012), if we have to face a problem, and, even more, a complex problem,
we always need CrT because “the complexity of the problem requires analysis and
synthesis, deciding on the best method, paying attention to detail and so on” (p. 40) and
those skills are only comprised in CrT. However, as we have just remarked in our
previous epigraph, nowadays’ problems in the digital and information era, CrT is not
enough to solve the problems that we have to face because technology is involved,
being needed to develop CT. However, they also claim that, as will see, although CT
joins CrT and existing knowledge and applies them to solve complex technological
problems, the relationship between the two modes of thinking in solving problems, has
not been yet clearly established.
According to Voskoglou & Buckley (2012), CT synthesises CrT and existing
knowledge and apply them to PS. In other words, to solve a problem, humans use their
minds, the existing knowledge that we already have stored, and it is applied to
overcome the obstacles that we find. These problems or obstacles can be from the most
simple to the most complex, but in this last case we have to use (or apply) abstraction,
uncertainty, application of multiple criteria, reflection, and self-regulation, and we are
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able to acquire new knowledge from each PS experience. In its nature CT doesn’t need
mandatory a computer to solve a problem, but it encourages to use CrT using computer
science concepts and techniques to apply them to solve a problem. Due to that, CT is a
prerequisite to PS when complex technological problems need to be faced. However,
Voskoglou & Buckley (2012) also explain that, despite thinking can be mundane or
complex, and intentional or unintentional, no real problem can be solved without a high
order thinking skill: CrT. So CrT also precedes any form of thinking skill in PS.
In that sense Voskoglou & Buckley (2012) basing their work on Giannakopoulos’
(2012) propose two models of approaching PS that link CrT and CT. In other words, if
we start from a PS situation, considering the problem as an obstacle, there are two
different approaches to overcome this obstacle connecting CrT and CT, and the link
between them is the existing knowledge that the person has. These two models can be
linear or three-dimensional depending on the direction of this relationship.
The first model (Figure 1) shows a linear relationship between CrT, CT and existing
knowledge from previous experiences, being PS the product of them. Although, PS does
not feature in the processes explicitly, it’s the consequence of this complex way of
thinking, a new knowledge that we acquire and we are able to apply to this situation and
new ones thanks to the thinking process we have followed. In this model, each construct
is a prerequisite to the next.

Figure 6. Linear PS model

CrT

Knowledge

CT

Application

Source: Giannakopoulos (2012); Voskoglou & Buckley (2012)
Own processing

In the second model (Figure 2) CrT, CT and knowledge take place simultaneously to
solve the problem or obstacle. According to the authors, the type of problem dictates the
sequence of the relationships, being PS again the outcome of these processes.
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Figure 7. 3-D problem solving model

Problem
(obstacle)

CrT

Application
CT

Problem solved
(product)

Knowledge
Source: Giannakopoulos (2012); Voskoglou & Buckley (2012)
Own processing

As the aforementioned authors, among others, link directly nowadays’ PS (and
consequently CT and CrT) with technology, these two models can conceptualize it in
different ways:
1) Linear PS model: when we aware about the specific problem, we analyse the
information we have critically (though CrT) using our existing knowledge, and
then we “think as a computer” using CT in a scientific way to solve the problem.
2) 3-D PS model: CrT, existing knowledge and CT are applied to the PS
simultaneously. Voskoglou & Buckley (2012) explain that, in this process, if
there are enough existing knowledge background and we use CrT to retrieve
new one, then we aply CT and the problem is solved. However, this relationship
between the three constructs and its later application to PS has to be justified.
Therefore, to clarify the relationship of CrT and CT, we can conclude that CT
synthesises CrT and existing knowledge towards a PS. So CrT can exist without CT, but
CT needs CrT for its development, being a more complex and elaborated skill needed to
face nowadays’ problems. On the other hand, CT claims for “thinking as a computer”
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for PS, but it needs skills that only humans have, such as acquiring different purposes,
assumptions and viewpoints (Hu, 2011), creativity (Voskoglou & Buckley, 2012) and
abstraction (Grover & Pea, 2013), among others.

Another of the few approaches to the union of both concepts was made by Kules
(2016), who, referencing the works by the aforementioned Voskoglou & Buckley
(2012) or Hu (2011), specifies that “CritT is essential for knowledge acquisition, sensemaking, judgment and problem-solving by applying higher level thinking skills such as
analysis, syntheses, evaluation, inference, prediction, and generalization. CompT
applies strategies in the service of broader CritT and problem-solving”.
Trying to further operationalize the link between both concepts, Kules (2016), makes a
comparison between the CrT and CT frameworks, with relevant similarities, and the
concepts, learning dispositions and skills (named in previous epigraphs) associated
with each of the types of thinking, in which we can find both equations and differences.
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Table 3. Comparison between CrT and CT framework, concepts, dispositions and skills.
Framework
CrT

CT

Concepts and abstraction (both are ways that we categorize and interpret)
Formulation and Question-at-issue (Both are how we state clearly what we are trying to achieve Information/data)
Confidence and persistence/perseverance as dispositions
Logic is a foundational element of each framework
Question-at-issue – the specific question, issue or problem that
is being addressed

Formulating problems in a way that enables us to use a
computer and other tools to help solve them

Point of view
Assumptions
Algorithmic thinking
Efficiency and effectiveness
Concepts (C), Dispositions (D) and Skills (S)
CrT
Generating or assessing solutions (S)

CT
Use predefined functions and parameters, classes and methods
to divide a complex problem into simpler parts. (S)
Describe a software development process used to solve
software problems (e.g., design, coding, testing, verification).
(S)
Explain how sequence, selection, iteration, and recursion are
building blocks of algorithms. (S)
Compare techniques for analyzing massive data collections. (S)
Use modeling and simulation to represent and understand
natural phenomena. (S)

Refining generalizations and avoiding oversimplifications (S)
Comparing analogous situations: transferring insights to new
contexts (S)

Generalizing and transferring this problem-solving process to a
wide variety of problems (C)

Making interdisciplinary connections (S)
The ability to communicate and work with others to achieve a
common goal or solution (D)

Communication and working with others (S)

Listening carefully, fairmindedness, humility, and courage (D)
Clarity, Accuracy, Precision (C)

Compare techniques for analyzing massive data collections. (S)
Describe the relationship between binary and hexadecimal
representations. (S)
Analyze the representation and trade-offs among various forms
of digital information. (S)
Describe how various types of data are stored in a computer
system. (S)

Concepts (C)

Discuss the value of abstraction to manage problem complexity
(S)

Developing insight into egocentricity or sociocentricity (S)
Exploring thoughts underlying feelings and feelings underlying
thoughts (S)
Developing intellectual humility and suspending judgment (S)

Source: Kules (2016)
Own processing
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Taking into account this framework, Kules (2016) agrees with Voskoglou & Buckley’s
approach (2012) about CT being a concept that applies and broaden CrT. However, this
author, also points out some concepts that CT ignores. Kules defends that CrT concepts
of Purpose, Point-of-View and Assumptions and CrT skills like evaluation, questioning
deeply and exploring consequences, should be added to PS, its abstraction and solution
evaluation, because they are subsumed by CT, having the risk of privileging or
marginalizing certain perspectives. In the same line, Lee & García (2014), defends that
if CT is defined by Wing, among others, as a real life PS, it must be applied for that
purpose, encouraging students’ social awareness, being totally aligned with CrT.
In this way, taking into account Voskoglou & Buckley’s (2012), Lee & García
(2014) and Kules’ (2016) works, in which they try to clarify the relationship
between CrT and CT, we can conclude that: CT synthesises CrT and existing
knowledge towards a PS, broadening the meaning of CrT and making it more
applicable and useful for nowadays’ technological problems. However, CT needs
CrT for its development, not only because it’s a kind of thinking that is naturally
inside of CT concept, but also because it can bring to CT a deeper understanding
of different perspectives about the problem and the consequences of its solution.
In other words, and as Easterbrook’s (2014) also remarks, CrT can help CT in
encouraging consideration of social awareness, or perceived social impact of our
PS process, not addressed in CT.
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5. Application and Benefits of developing CCT skills
Once the relationship between CT and CrT is established with the link of their purpose
for PS, we can assume the generic terminology of CCT (CrT would be inside of CT,
and CT would include its social impact influenced by CrT), although literature speaks
generically of CT. On the other hand, it is necessary to justify, beyond the general
consensus among researchers, teachers and public institutions about the necessity of
developing this type of competences in the current Information Society, the benefits of
its development.
Since the formulation by Wing (2006) of the term CT, there have been numerous
studies that have been devoted to deepening into this type of thinking and extolling its
benefits (Barr & Stephenson 2011, Bundy 2007, Cooper et al., 2010; Gretter & Yadav
2016, Grover & Pea, 2013, Guzdial 2008, Lu & Fletcher 2009, Lye & Koh 2014,
Snalune 2015, Weintrop et al 2015, Wing 2006, 2008, 2011, 2014), assuming that "there
is general agreement that computational thinking is a fundamental skill that students
need to be equipped with" (Doleck et al., 2017, p.355).
At this point, it is necessary to emphasize that the literature on CT teaching-learning in
adults is practically non-existent, so it is necessary to attend in a generic way to the
benefits of learning these competences independently of the target audience to which
these experiences are directed, assuming that the studies on primary and secondary
school children prevail. In this sense, the only adult group that has received attention
among the scientific works, are the teachers (as we will see on epigraph 7.2. CCT
teaching-learning to teachers), whose benefit of CT learning is mainly aimed at what
they are going to transmit to their students.
Firstly, authors such as Martinez (2007) or Green & Gillhooly (2005) emphasize that,
regardless of their educational level, there is a generalized inability of the population to
solve problems in daily life, or, in other words, to apply the theory to practice. Due to
this, if, as we have seen, the acquisition of CT has as main objective the PS through
skills such as logic, creativity, algorithmic thinking, modeling / simulations, its
development in this sense can generate numerous benefits (Einhorn, 2012), since it
doesn’t include only a scientific methodology of thought, but also an inventive and
innovative approach to the PS (Voskoglou & Buckley, 2012).
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On the other hand, authors like Akcaoglu & Koehler (2014), Calao et al. (2015), or
Lishinski, Yadav, Enbody, & Good (2016) defend that exposing students to
computational thinking ideas also improves, besides their problem-solving abilities,
their critical thinking skills. This statement is based on evidence, such as the study by
Akcaoglu & Koehler (2014), where, using the PISA problem-solving test to measure
this capacity in middle school students that used a Scratch-based curriculum, compared
to a control group, they significantly increased their PS skills.
Yadav et al. (2011) argue that new generations (digital natives) are already equipped
with an understanding for PS computationally, but they have not developed it.
Nowadays, students usually learn some of the sub-structures of computational thinking
in the different subjects that they study at school, but, in many cases, they are not able
to transfer them to other problems out of this specific environment (Barr & Stephenson,
2011). Due to this, authors like Larson & Northern (2011) emphasize that this type of
21th century skills should be transversal, including subskills like creativity,
perseverance, problem solving and teamwork, being able to apply them to real world in
different contexts, updating but applying Blooms Taxonomy (see epigraph 1.2.).
Related to this work of the CT in the classroom, several authors claim greater attention
to it, given that, although there is not enough evidence to affirm it, the development of
these skills could be related to a better academic performance (Doleck et al., 2017). All
this has led to the incorporation, or planning to incorporate, the work of CT and
computer programming in the curriculum of Primary and Secondary schools in many
educational administrations of different countries. In this sense Boccioni, et al. (2016)
establish 4 groups of countries depending on the degree of implementation of the TC in
school curriculums.
-

The first group is in the process of reviewing and modifying their CV including
the CT: England, France, Finland, Poland, Italy, Turkey, Denmark, Portugal,
Malta, Croatia and Scotland.

-

In the second group, we find those countries that have not yet included the CT in
the curriculum, but are planning to do so in the short term, including: Ireland,
Czech Republic, Norway, Wales, Greece, the Netherlands and Sweden.
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-

The third group includes countries that already have extensive experience in the
inclusion of CT in educational stages, especially in non-compulsory secondary
education: Austria, Cyprus, Israel, Lithuania, Hungary and Slovakia.

-

The fourth group includes the countries with different policies at the regional
level, resulting in a different inclusion of the TC in the curriculum depending on
the territorial laws. In this group, we find: Spain, Germany, Belgium and
Switzerland.

Figure 8. Distribution of grades of inclusion of CT in the curriculum

Renewal of the curriculum to integrate CT
Planning to introduce CT in the curriculum
Large tradition in CT
Regional policies for integrating CT
Source: Boccioni, et al. (2016)
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However, the CT in the curriculum of Adult Education does not appear in any of the
European countries.
This recent but intensive application is argued by Boccioni et al. (2016) for two main
reasons:
1. The development of CT skills in children and youth so they can think differently,
express themselves through a variety of media, solve real-world problems and analyse
everyday issues from a different perspective.
2. The promotion of CT to boost economic growth, cover ICT jobs and prepare for
future jobs. Fact that we can associate with the object of our research.
In this sense, and directly related to the object of our work, when explaining the reasons
for the teaching of Computational Thinking, many articles of the literature mention as
some of their general benefits the increase of the ability to think and the need to develop
new competencies for the labour market. At the level of the European Union, the New
Skills Agenda for Europe (European Commission, 2016) focuses on the need to develop
digital skills to promote employability. The agenda invites Member States to invest
more in the training of digital skills (including coding / computing) across the spectrum
of education and training.
Therefore, in most countries, both within and outside Europe, the main reason for
introducing Computational Thinking into the curricula is to promote the competencies
of the 21st century, essential for an active and fruitful participation in the knowledge
society and, in a more pragmatic sense, for employment in a labour market oriented to
digitalization (Industry 4.0).
However, we must not forget that in our definition of CCT we have included the
CrT, in many cases not specified its benefits in the literature on CT, despite being
one of the fundamental types of thinking included in it. If we take into account the
authors who have explored the CrT independently, they emphasize that this type
of thinking fosters the informed, ethical and committed participation of citizens in
society, achieves the development of a critical conscience, and integrity in the face
of external political, cultural and economic influences (Davies, 2014; Brookfield,
2011; Ten Dam & Volman, 2004) and, as in the case of CCT, the learning to solve
problems and decision-making (Halpern, 1998). Specifically, in the case of
students, and associated with what has already been seen in the CT, several
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researchers (Abrami, et al., 2015; Kules, 2016), consider that they are able to
perform better when they think critically about what they are. learning, but they
also express their concern about the lack of a consistent learning of this skill in
college and university, and, consequently, the preparation of graduates.
Therefore, as a conclusion, we can say that the union of the learning of CrT and
CT, (CTT) is necessary in the achievement of a society capable of facing the
economic, cultural, political, labour and social challenges of the 21st century, as
the European Commission (2016) points out. A way of tackling the PS that, taking
into account the approximations of both types of thinking, as advocated by
Buckley (2012), includes reflections on real problems and their consequences and
implications.
In this sense, although most of the experiences on PS through CT do not take this
approach into account, there are works such as Lee & Soep’s (2016) in which the
teaching-learning process of CCT includes the objective of converting students in
"critical problem-solvers" (p.49), the final aim of our CCT approach.
Figure 9. CCT model
Problem
(social, economic, labor,
cultural, etc.)

Reflection on
the impact

Problem Solving

CT

Existing Knowledge

CrT
(high cognitive process)
(social awareness)

Source: Own elaboration
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6. Methods and resources for teaching-learning CCT
When addressing the teaching-learning methodologies of CT, we are going to focus on
experiences of CT pedagogy, because there are almost no experiences on CCT as we
have assumed it. To do so, it is necessary to address, in the first place, the different
pedagogical approaches, to then specify the learning tools that can be used in classroom
practice. As we have already pointed out in previous sections, these experiences are
mainly focused on Primary and Secondary students, although they can be applied in
many cases to adult education. We divide this epigraph in two sub-epigraphs,
explaining, first, the 4 pedagogical approaches, according to the methodological
paradigm they follow, and, second, the main tools of each approach.

6.1. Pedagogical approaches
Although literature didn’t deepen into the pedagogical core of CT, focusing on its
practical teaching and its benefits, we focused on the scarce works that tried to make a
classification on this topic. However, the absence of generally accepted classification of
different pedagogical approaches that address CT teaching-learning, lead us to make our
own one, distinguishing four approaches, and mixing the inputs by Boccioni et al.
(2016) (a, b, c) and Lee & Soep’s (2016) (d), because he included CrT as a core of its
proposal.
-

a) Computer science unplugged

-

b) Computational modelling and simulation

-

c) Inclusive CT

-

d) Critical Computational Literacy (CCL)

a) Computer science unplugged
The Computer Science Unplugged model is based on CT teaching-learning without
technology. The objective is to solve problems in an unplugged way (games and puzzles
that use cards, string, crayons and even physical activities), while the students assimilate
computational fundamental concepts. The activities introduce students to CT through
concepts such as binary numbers, algorithms and data compression, separated from
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computers, and no programming background is required to engage with these ideas.
According to the main program that develops this idea, Computer Science Unplugged
(2017), the activities are suitable for people of all ages, from primary school to seniors,
and from many countries and different contexts. Familiarity with CT skills and
programming can allow students to not only use simulations, but also modify the
underlying computational model, and design and implement their own ones, and get
them to run a simulation (Lee et al., 2011).

b) Computational modelling and simulation
In the second type of pedagogical approaches, modeling and simulation through STEM
(science, technology, engineering and mathematics) through an electronic device
(computer, laptop, tablet, etc.) is the way to acquire the skills related to CT. Usually the
objective is to design a video game using CT patterns, since it is an activity that can be
very motivating for students. This pattern acquisition related to the CT is done through
this videogames design and can be transferred to the development of models and
simulations. It is the type of pedagogical approach most commonly used in Primary and
Secondary education, having been included, as we have seen, even as part of the
educational curriculum. In this sense Voskoglou & Buckley define that the best way to
teach and learn CT and CrT is programming (2012). It includes students' activities with
computers (solution of real world problems, exercises, etc) that are properly designed to
help them in developing the necessary cognitive structures. This approach defends that
it has been proven to be the most effective (Weller, 2003).

c) Inclusive CT
Normally, as we have already mentioned, the activities for CT adquisition are aimed at
Primary and Secondary students. However, the third pedagogical approach that we list,
asks that this CT teaching-learning has to take into account the needs of gender equality
and special education that may occur in these areas (Boccioni et al., 2016). The
objective, also within the document Digital Inclusion for a better EU society of the
European Commission (2017), is that equality and inclusion are present in the
integration of CT in compulsory education, given the usual underepresentation of
women in computational studies, as well as the racial divide.
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However, at this point we consider that it is also necessary to speak about ageism,
because even in the most inclusive tendencies of the CT teaching-learning, adults are
not taken into account, evidencing a type of approach to education that suffers from this
kind of prejudice. Within the concept of Extended Socialization, and, consequently, the
relevance acquired by lifelong learning strategies (Iñiguez Berrozpe and Marcaletti,
2016a, 2016b, 2017), actions should be promoted that favor the acquisition of
computational skills at all ages, being included in this pedagogical approach.

d) Critical Computational Literacy (CCL)
The last pedagogical approach, which is not usually contemplated in the literature on
CT, is the one that is more aligned with our idea of CCT. CCL asks for the union of CT
with Critical Literacy (hereinafter CL), comparable to our concept of CrT (Lee &
García, 2014; Lee & Soep, 2016). In his works, Clifford H. Lee, defends that, in the
process of CT teaching-learning, it is necessary to take into account the contributions
that the CL can make. If the CrT (or CL) is an abstract way of examining society, and
the CT is a wat of tangible and practical PS, the union of both (in their words CCL) may
be the most useful pedagogical approach to solve issues while social awareness is
developed. Lee & García (2014) point out that:
“Critical computational literacy brings together two seemingly distant concepts in vastly
different disciplines; critical literacy and computational thinking. Critical literacy
developed as an instructional approach by social critical theorists interested in dismantling
social injustices and inequities. Extending the work of Freire, it provided historically
oppressed communities a means to observe, analyze, and deconstruct the inequitable
systems of power in all facets of society. Computational thinking, often associated with the
field of Computer Science, focuses on the approach one takes to solve problems, design
systems, and understand human behavior (Wing, 2006, 2008). By emphasizing the thinking
practices involved in computing, which may include fields as diverse as computer science,
communications, and information science, rather than the technicalities of programming,
Wing sought to highlight the high level analytical skills required to solve and design
solutions to computing-related problems (…) the actual analytical thinking required is
much more complex, circular, ambiguous, multiple, social, and rhizomatic (…)In order to
solve human problems with computational tools, one must be highly attuned to the complex
array of human behaviors, the technical affordances and limitations of the tools, and the
imagination and creativity required to come up with multiple solutions” (p. 484)
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To develop what the authors call CCL, the best method is critical multimodal and
transmedia products, working with them in teams to ensure not only abstraction
and creativity in solving problems, but also cooperative work.
If our idea of CCT for adults is positioned in one of these pedagogical approaches,
we undoubtedly opt for an inclusive approach (c) beyond ageist criteria, which
takes into account the contributions of CrT in problem solving (d).

6.2. Teaching-learning tools
One of the fundamental elements that we have pointed out of the CT is that it is a type
of thought that entails, essentially, its continuous implementation through experience,
interactions, and actively doing. Due to this, in the literature there are numerous studies
that explain the design, implementation and evaluation of concrete practices carried out
in the classroom. Once again, the majority recipient of these practices are the Primary
and Secondary students, so the few specific experiences with adults will be addressed in
the following section.
For their understanding, we have chosen to include each generic experience in one of
the four pedagogical approaches explained above. On the other hand, given the
multiplicity of experiences in this sense, this point will be developed with greater depth
and practicality in the section of the report dedicated to the collection of best practices
by the partners.

a) From the perspective of “Computer science unplugged”
As we previously specified, this perspective advocates for CT teaching-learning without
using ICTs. Through these activities, students acquire the following subtypes of
computational thinking by playing games in the classroom or outside it, usually in a
coopeative way. (Computer science unplugged, 2017):


Data: Representing Information



Algorithms: Putting Computers to Work



Procedures: Telling Computers What to Do



Intractability: Really Hard Problems
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Cryptography: Sharing Secrets



The Human Face of Computing: Interacting with Computers



Community Activities

These large groups encompass multiple activities in which students work with binary
numbers, image representation, error detection, search algorithms, programming
language, human interface, information hiding, databases, etc.2
A classic example is the classification network. The students have some numbers and
they are placed in the squares on the left to then move in the direction of the arrows.
The students meet in pairs in circles (nodes) and compare the numbers they have. The
student with the smallest number follows the arrow to his/her left, while the student
with the largest number follows the arrow to his/her right. They then meet with other
students at the subsequent nodes and compare the numbers again, continuing the
process until they reach the squares on the right. Thus, how a computer makes a
classification network, without using any technology is presented in an easy and
coopearive way.

Figure 10. Six-way classification network design

Source: Bell et al. (2012)

2

Activities can be found in: http://csunplugged.org/activities/
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b) From the perspective of “Computational modelling and simulation”
Undoubtedly, there is a certain consensus among teachers and researchers that the CT is
a learned approach, and the best way to develop it explicitly is through programming,
since it is the only way to use all of CT subskills, the and the previous knowledge
acquired in this field, both explicit and tacit at the same time. In addition, the fact of
using programming to acquire the CT, does not imply that it can’t be totally applicable
to disciplines beyond the computational sciences, from STEM to Humanities and Social
Sciences in the 21st century (Voskoglou & Buckley, 2012).
Following Einhorn (2012) programming requires the student to apply creativity, logic,
algorithmic thinking and experience learning to the resolution of a problem, such as the
design of a video game, refining his/her actions while he/she understand the problem
and their previous errors when tackling it. In addition, the "problem" to be solved can be
created by the student him/herself, asking him/herself what questions he/she wants to
solve, and addressing them in the most creative way. This author argues that 21st
century problems require complex cognitive skills and sophisticated tools available,
such as digital devices, which, following Einhorn (2012), go beyond their practical use,
allowing the development of creative thinking.
On the other hand, as we have specified in the definition of CT, Yasar, et al. (2017)
consider that using computer modelling as a learning tool for CT, ensures the
acquisition of the essential subskills in which the CT is divided. That is, deductive
thinking, by breaking in small parts a complex problem, inductive thinking through the
association of elements and their consequent abstraction, simplifying, categorizing and
recording key information from scattered data, storing information (knowledge acquired
after the experience) and its recovery to be applied in later PS. Programming allows the
iterative and cyclical use of this process in teaching.
These authors highlight the tools that, by presenting a simple interface, make possible to
model through the computer:
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Table 4. List of user-friendly modelling and computer simulation tools
Tool
Interactive
Physics (IP)
AgentSheets

Description
investigate physics concepts

Link
http://www.design-simulation.com/IP

Investigate biology concepts via games &
simulations

http://www.agentsheets.com

Geometer’s
Sketchpad
(GSP)
Stella

Model geometrical concepts

http://www.dynamicgeometry.com

Investigate chemistry concepts via
modeling of rate of change
Online courseware for exploring STEM
concepts
Constructs
hands-on
modeling
&
simulations using rate of change (new =
old + change)
A menu-driven language for creating
games and simulations
An object-oriented language with simple
and easy to use syntax

https://www.iseesystems.com

Project
Interactivate
Excel

Scratch
Python

http://www.shodor.org

http://scratch.mit.edu
http://www.python.org/

Source: Yasar et al. (2017)

In this sense, the primacy of Scratch as a tool to promote CT through computer
programming is indisputable since its launch in 2007. In fact, it has even been
progressively incorporated into compulsory education lessons. Scratch is a visual
programming language developed by the MIT Media Lab, which allows students to
easily create games, programs, animations and interactions, making possible to program
for everybody, without the need to know how to program. However, the skills acquired
through Scratch can be applied to other basic programming languages such as Python
and Java (MIT Media Lab, 2017; Marji, 2014). The school initiatives in all the levels of
Primary and Secondary, even in the university are very numerous, being their
enumeration practically unabated. For adults the experiences are less, but we can find
some examples. This is because it can be applied regardless of age, background, or
interests (Marcelino, et al., 2017). According to Resnick et al. (2009), a Scratch Project
consisting of a set of actors that may have behaviours, defined through the language
commands, and that act on a stage or screen. These projects can be personalized,
through the inclusion of photographs, voice excerpts, music clips, etc., and shared,
reused, or developed in collaboration with others through the environment website.
These authors equate the work with Scratch with the Lego construction game, since:
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The Scratch grammar is based on a collection of graphical “programming blocks”
children snap together to créate programs. As with Lego bricks, connectors on the blocks
suggest how they should be put together. Children can start by simply tinkering with the
bricks, snapping them together in different sequences and combinations to see what
happens. There is none of the obscure syntax or punctuation of traditional programming
languages. The floor is low and the experience playful. Scratch blocks are shaped to fit
together only in ways that make syntactic sense. Control structures (like forever and
repeat) are C-shaped to suggest that blocks should be placed inside them. Blocks that
output values are shaped according to the types of values they return: ovals for numbers
and hexagons for Booleans. Conditional blocks (like if and repeat-until) have
hexagon-shaped voids, indicating a Boolean is required. (Resnick et al., 2009, p. 63)

This simple interface allows to imagine, create, play, share, and reflect, given the
infinite possibilities of composition that it offers. In its process of decomposition and
abstraction it fulfils the prerequisites for acquisition of CT. On the other hand, its
continued use allows to acquire and reuse knowledge and experience in this or other
programming resources and PS.

Another experience that we can consider into this Computational modelling and
simulation paradigm is the one carried out by the ISTE (2017) “Computational thinking
for all”. In this programme, the objective is preparing young learners to become
computational thinkers who understand how today's digital tools can help solve
tomorrow's problems. To do that they propose different daily life problems (like
growing a plant or manage a daily traffic stuck in a school) using different digital tools:
scratch, programs for mindmaps, programs for presentations, database programes,
graphic representations programmes, etc. This work is in line with the adaptation of the
Bloom's Taxonomy to the 21st century skills proposed by Churches (2007, 2008),
where its adquisition goes through the use of different digital tools.
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Figure 11. Adaptation of Bloom’s taxonomy to 21th century skills and CT
1
…
Evaluating

2

Source: Churches (2007, 2008); Anderson & Krathwohl (2001)
Own processing

c) From the perspective of “Inclusive CT”
In the first place, it is necessary to clarify that this perspective does not imply the
application of other tools than the ones specified in the two previous points, but its
objective to include the underrepresented groups in the CT learning, such as ethnic
minorities or women. In this sense, initiatives like Exploring Computer Science (ECS)
seem to try to involve these underrepresented minorities, especially in upper secondary
education (Boccioni, 2016). This initiative involves changes in the curriculum and
teacher professional development. The first, the curriculum, was designed to involve all
students in Computational Thinking, especially those from schools with few resources.
For its part, the teacher professional development program focuses on practices based
on research and equity (Ryoo et al., 2013; ECS, 2017).
Specifically, what they propose in ECS is a one-year course consisting of 6 units
(approximately 6 weeks each), which are developed using computational practices using
a computer, with the specificity that the activities are contextualized to be socially
relevant and significant, attending to the diversity of the students. The units are the
following:
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-

Human-computer interaction. In this topic, students, while learning the concepts
of computing and computer science, investigate the suitability of these
components for particular applications, fundamentally using the web search. In
addition, participants study the CT understanding that it is not a type of
"magical" thinking of computers, but is based on algorithms applied to useful
representations of information. At the same time, they reflect on the impact of
information technology in different social, economic and cultural contexts

-

Problem solving. In this unit is where the CT itself is introduced, applying PS
techniques using and creating algorithms to various conflicts or obstacles in
different contexts. For this, they use abstraction and creativity to solve complex
problems that computers, by themselves, can’t.

-

Web design. In this unit, the participants assume the role of programmers, thus
expanding their knowledge and experience on algorithms, abstraction and web
page design, applying it to a specific web design. At the same time, issues of
social responsibility in the use of the web, and usability of it, are explored.

-

Programming. In this case, students must design algorithms and create
programming solutions for various computational problems using an iterative
development process in Scratch.

-

Computing and data analysis. In this topic, participants use the computer to
process large data sets, in order to find patterns and test hypotheses. The social
implication of this topic is that students can appreciate how the widespread
access to data and information facilitates the identification of problems, by
working with data related to problems of the local community.

-

Robotics. Finally, participants in the course learn to integrate hardware and
software to solve problems, applying knowledge already acquired to the study of
robotics. The reflection that is established in this regard is the applicability of
robotics as a method of innovation and automation of processes that can be
dangerous or problematic for humans.

In short, the course focuses on practical CT teaching-learning, while reflecting on the
social implications of technology in diverse contexts. Because of this we could link this
experience with the following pedagogical approach, because, although not named in
this way the CrT (or CL) is present throughout the process of acquiring CT skills.
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d) From the perspective of “CCL”
The pedagogical approach defined by Lee & García (2014) or Lee & Soep (2016), also
advocates a series of concrete tools in which the CT and the CrT (or CL) join.
Specifically, they claim that the aim of this educational paradigm is to “create tools that
are relevant, meaningful, and socially just, we create space for historically marginalized
youth to learn that their voices, opinions, and perspectives are valued” (Lee & Soep,
2016, p. 489). Specifically, they focus on non-school activities for CCL learning digital
through media creation by youth.
Lee and Soep (2016) explain the project West Side Stories carried out within the context
of the so-called Youth Radio Interactive, an after-school programme for Secondary
School students, where they also had the opportunity of working also with professional
adults of this programme.

Within the paradigm of community-based collegial

pedagogy, the objective of the practice was to build a map of gentrification in one
Oakland neighbourhood working among interactive teams. In this practice, young
learners, with the support of adults, identified disparities and unrecognized assets in
their communities, to interrupt patterns that reinforce inequality, and to transform those
conditions into a more equitable future, publishing a digital app on gentrification based
on their ethnographic research. The work was developed following phases of
brainstorming, discussing, analysing, reflecting, and creating interactive artefacts for
dissemination through various public media outlets.
For the realization of the project, the young people investigated different sources, from
archives of libraries and public databases to oral histories, to accumulate information so
that it appeared in the application. Secondly, they devoted themselves to the production
of content, such as video-documentaries, interviews, and materials for the application
such as hand-drawn icons, strings of code, user-flows and wireframes, giving rise to the
final digital application. In third place, they published the application online and
disseminated it in interviews, neighbourhood community events and professional
meetings. Fourth, and given the social impact of the app, they provoked social dialogue
with the agents that were involved in the excessive gentrification in the neighbourhood
(such as tourism, for example), giving rise to a civic and political debate. Finally, the
material formed the basis (based on evidence from the research) to mobilize actions,
encouraging others to think critically, act and organize.
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These five phases, -research, production, circulation, dialogue and mobilization-,
according to the authors, constitute an option for comprehensive literacy in today's
world, both inside and outside the school. While young people acquire CT (trying to
solve a problem by decomposing it into parts, researching, using digital tools and
creating a final product) they acquire civic awareness and capacity for resistance and
collective self-determination, from a Freirian conception, but making use of the
connectivity that digital media allows. In the words of Lee & Soep “they exhibit new
forms of literacy, we also must acknowledge that they show us new forms of civic and
political engagement” (2016, p. 490).

To summarize, in this section we have analised 4 proposals to approach the CT
teaching-learning, taking into account, on the one hand, the means used (unplugged or
using digital devices), and, on the other hand, their final goal (if they take into account
further aims apart from CT acquiring, such as developing CrT). If the most widespread
pedagogic approach is Computational modeling and simulation, and its usual tool
(Scratch), we consider that there is a more inclusive proposals (c) and with broader
objectives (d) that make us advocate for them, taking into account its precepts to
achieve the approach to the PS carrying with it a critical and inclusive reflection on
learning and its outcomes.

7. Methods and resources for teaching/learning CCT to adults
As specified throughout this report, the CCT is considered one of the essential skills to
be developed in the 21st century, given the relevance of digital media and industry 4.0.
Fact that causes that problems solving in computerized environments is a mandatory
requirement for the workforce in the future, but also today. Due to this, although the
introduction of the CT in the school curriculum is a reality in many European countries,
adults have the risk of being excluded in this type of instruction. In the first moment of
the Information Society, the digital generation gap materialized in this way, although,
the progressive intensive and extensive implementation of ICTs, and the adults’ training
aimed to this purpose, has made Society of Information more inclusive (Iñiguez
Berrozpe, & Marcaletti, F, 2017b). However, as regards the CT, probably, given its
recent nature, there are hardly any initiatives that take into account the adult population.
Coupled with this, authors such as Hämäläinen et al. (2015) highlight that adults'
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problem-solving skills in technology-rich environments are often inadequate, and they
cannot be applied to their jobs.
Given that the objective of our project is, precisely, the design and implementation of an
application for the acquisition of CCT by the adult population, especially with the aim
that they can apply computational thinking to their daily work, we summarize in the
present epigraphs the few initiatives that the literature gathers about methods and
resources for CT teaching-learning to adults. For this, first, we briefly analyse the
implementation of previous models in the adult population; then we attend the only
group that has received attention from the educational proposals in this regard: teachers;
and, finally, we analyse a concrete and very recent proposal that we value as very
applicable for the achievement of our objectives: the PS-TRE model (PIAAC, OECD).
7.1. CCT teaching-learning using previous models
Although none of the models specify in epigraph 6 refers to adults, there is one
initiative that sometimes involves this group of population in CT activities. We are
talking specifically about Scratch. Assuming that most of Scratch users are children
below 16 years old, we can find few approaches that defend that Sracth can be also used
by adults, so that they can acquire and refine programming skills and develop as
creative thinkers.
Inside this idea we can find the work made by Resnik et al. (2009) called Scratch:
programming for all. As authors claim, Scratch…
would appeal to people who hadn’t previously imagined themselves as programmers. We
wanted to make it easy for everyone, of all ages, backgrounds, and interests, to program
their own interactive stories, games, animations, and simulations, and share their creations
with one another (Resnik et al., 2009, p. 60)

In this paper, the authors present an initiative that, through the MIT program, not only
involves children and adolescents, but also adults, using the same tool and purposes.
However, as Charters et al. (2014) describe, adults still have a lot of reluctance to learn
programming, and the most user-friendly and motivating programs that exist, like
Scratch, suffer from a certain childlike appearance, so many potential users are not
attracted to it.
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Due to these reasons, as can be read in the Scratch-MITLab forums itself, an interesting
answer could be to adapt Scratch to the adult population, maintaining its usability and
ease, but incorporating an appearance and objectives that would make it more
appropriate to this segment.

7.2. CCT teaching-learning to teachers
There is a broad consensus among experts and professionals that the introduction of TC
in the curricula of all educational levels is creating the need for continuous teachers’
professional development.While resources on critical thinking for teachers are more
widely available, e.g. through a decent number of books being published on the topic
which are also relevant for use in adult education contexts, resources on computational
thinking specifically dedicated to teaching adults are lacking. CT skills are already
being recognised as relevant for inclusion in the school curriculum in primary and
secondary education. Hence, a growing number of initiatives for teaching and learning
of CT among teachers starts appearing and are therefore used as a point of reference for
our own project. In the academic literature, Yadav et al. (2014) reflected on
computational thinking as part of teacher education and researched the understanding
and attitudes towards computational thinking among 357 preservice teachers. The
results of their study demonstrate that future teachers do not only have their own views
of what might consist of CT, but they also developed their ideas in relation to how
computational thinking could be integrated into the classroom setting. This relates to
problem-solving and the use of computers or technology in a broader sense, but also
introduction on the use of algorithms and a focus on critical thinking. Furthermore,
employing a broader definition of CT that goes beyond the level of computer sciences,
it can also be applied in the teaching environment in relation to other disciplines such as
Maths and Sciences/Engineering, but also English and the development of skills for
functioning in the everyday real world. An overview of Yadav’s et al. (2014) can be
found in Table X. Interestingly, their work also included a control group of students
who did not receive a dedicated module on computational thinking and it is clear that
those undergoing training were more likely to define CT as something underpinned by
problem-solving and algorithmic thinking. Fourty percent of students in the control
group thought CT refers to the use of technology and computers while only five percent
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of the students following the module made the same assumption. These results thus
underline the strong need for teachers to be trained in achieving a sound understanding
of what CT is and how it can be used in a wide range of disciplines. Yadav and
colleagues hereby focuses on the strong need for teacher educators to work together
with computer scientists in order to develop these approaches and to build on their
separate specialisms in a complementary way.
Exploring the literature on the teaching and learning of teachers in relation to CT,
Yadav seems one of the core authors who has worked in this area, together with a range
of colleagues. What is clear in this type of literature on the need or the inclusion of CT
in the teacher education curriculum, is that it solely focuses on teachers preparing for a
career in primary and secondary schools. Large parts of this work focuses on the K-12
education in the United States.
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Table 5. Examples from Three Overaching Categories

Source: Yadav et al. (2014)
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Looking at initiatives available online for teachers to further their understanding on how
to teach computational thinking among their students, a number of websites are
available, among which the most developed ones seem to be from Google and Barefoot.
One of the world-leading initiatives in the teaching and learning of computational
thinking skills, also recommended by Yadav, has been developed by Google. Their
course is specifically designed for educators who want to introduce CT in their own
curricula and who want to learn how it goes beyond skills used for the sole purpose of
computer sciences. The course can be taken online and consists of the following five
modules in Table X.
Google has been very specific that this course is not only relevant to those teaching
computing, but also for those in Maths, Sciences and Humanities. While five core
modules exist, separate lessons and workshops are targeted towards educators coming
from different disciplines.

Table 6: Google course
•

Introducing Computational Thinking: What is CT? - What is computational

thinking, where does it occur, why should you care, and how is it being applied?
•

Exploring Algorithms - Walk through examples of algorithms used in your

subject area. Recognize why algorithms are powerful tools to increase what you can do
and that technology can be useful for implementing and automating algorithms.
•

Finding Patterns - Explore examples of patterns in various subjects and develop

your own processes for approaching a problem through pattern recognition.
•

Developing Algorithms

- Increase

your confidence in applying the

computational process to a given problem and recognize how algorithms can articulate a
process or rule.
•

Final Project: Applying Computational Thinking - Create a statement of how

computational thinking applies to your subject area and a plan to integrate it into your
work and classroom.
Source: https://computationalthinkingcourse.withgoogle.com/course?use_last_location=true

Google also hosts a site where lessons plans can be shared as part of their Google for
Education project. A dedicated page exists for ‘Exploring Computational Thinking’
which contains more than 130 links to lesson plans, demonstrations and videos in
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relation to teaching critical thinking. It e.g. features a link onto the UK’s BBC Bitesize
website that explains CT using the following dimensions:
-

Decomposition

-

Pattern recognition

-

Abstraction

-

Algorithms

-

Evaluating solutions

Each of the sections also features a quiz which can be used to test one’s understanding
of the different dimensions of CT. A wide range of other resources are available on the
Google website, although all focusing on age groups until 18. However, these resources
could act as a good starting point for trialling courses in computational thinking for
adults.
In the UK, Barefoot, a project funded by British Telecom to help teachers in England
with computing at school has also developed specific teaching materials for use by
educators in relation to computational thinking about the following dimensions:
-

Logic

-

Algorithms

-

Decomposition

-

Patterns

-

Abstraction

-

Evaluation

The English National Curriculum for Computing clearly states that‘A high quality
computing education equips pupils to use computational thinking and creativity to
understand and change the world’ (Department for Education, 2014, p. 217).
Furthermore, it can be specifically applied to a wide range of disciplines, including
English, Maths, History and Geography. The Barefoot website hosts a wide range of
resources on teaching activities in relation to computational thinking which teachers can
use upon registration on their website. Materials are also available targeted towards
teachers who work with children with Special Education Needs (SEN), to make
computational thinking as inclusive as possible. Barefoot also organises dedicated
workshops for teachers in schools.
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7.3. CCT teaching-learning to adults’ using PIAAC PS-TRE model
After analysing the concept of CCT, and considering the lack of activities for
developing these competences for adults, we considered the idea of using the evaluation
of the Program for the International Assessment of Adult Competencies (PIAAC) 3 on
Problem Solving in Technology Rich Environments (PS-TRE) (OECD, 2013). In
already mentioned works, such as that of Akcaoglu & Koehler (2014), the PS test was
used by PISA to measure this capacity in middle school students, in order to analyse
their CT. Therefore, our starting point was to think if the OECD programme aimed to
adults, PIAAC, could also be applied for the same purposes of assessment, but also to
orient the teaching-learning work with adults, taking into account the activities that they
have to solve during the test. Idea that has been defended already by authors like
Trawick (2017), or the one we describe in this epigraph: Using the PIAAC Framework
for Problem Solving in Technology-Rich Environments to Guide Instruction: An
Introduction for Adult Educators, where Vanek (2017) defends PIAAC not only as an
assessment tool, but also as a guideline for adults’ instruction. In other words, Vanek
explains that PS-TRE framework can be used by adults and adults’ educators for them
to acquire PS skills.
In this work, we made an equivalence between PS-TRE and CT, like other authors like
Hämäläinen et al. (2015) and Yadav et al. (2017) did before. Indeed, taking the
definition provided by the OECD (2009) on PS-TRE of the PIAAC, we can appreciate
its similarities with the definition we have analysed of CT: PS-TRE is the ability to use
technology to solve problems and accomplish complex tasks. Specifically:

From a cognitive perspective, problem solving involves a complex hierarchy of processes
and skills. The core characteristic of problem solving is that it is impossible for a person to
achieve the goal through routine actions. In problem solving, one has to reflect on the
situation in order to identify the proper arrangement of decisions and actions that may
lead to a solution. Thus, the status of problems is conditional and based on a person’s
familiarity with the problem or category of problems. Some activities initially experienced

3

The Programme for the International Assessment of Adult Competencies (PIAAC) developed and
conducts the Survey of Adult Skills. The survey measures adults’ proficiency in key informationprocessing skills - literacy, numeracy and problem solving in technology-rich environments - and gathers
information and data on how adults use their skills at home, at work and in the wider community. This
international survey is conducted in over 40 countries (OECD) and measures the key cognitive and
workplace skills needed for individuals to participate in society and for economies to prosper. More
information in: http://www.oecd.org/skills/piaac/
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as problem solving may become routine activities over time with learning and practice
(OECD, 2009, p.15)

In this way, a series of dimensions are given, listed in table x, which correspond
directly to the PS through the CT:
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Table 7. PS-TRE dimensions and examples of each dimension
Cognitive strategies
Setting goals and monitoring progress
Identifying one's needs or purposes, given the explicit and implicit constraints of a situation
Establishing and applying criteria for constraint satisfaction and achievement of a solution
Monitoring progress
Detecting and interpreting unexpected events, impasses and breakdowns
Planning
Setting up adequate plans, procedures, and strategies (operators)
Selecting appropriate devices, tools or categories of information
Acquiring and evaluating information
Orienting and focusing one's attention
Selecting information
Assessing reliability, relevance, adequacy, comprehensibility
Reasoning about sources and contents
Using information
Organizing information, integrating across potentially inconsistent texts and across formats,
making informed decisions
Transforming information through writing, from text to table, from table to graph, etc.
Communicating with relevant parties
Technology
Hardware devices
Desktop or laptop computers
Mobile phones
Geographical information systems
Integrated digital devices
Software applications
File management
Web browser
Email
Spreadsheet
Commands and functions
Buttons
Links
Textboxes
Copy/Cut-Paste
Sort
Find
Representations
Text
Graphics
Video
Nature of problems
Task purposes (contexts)
Personal
Work/occupation
Civic purposes.
Intrinsic complexity
Number of steps
Alternatives required for solution
Complexity of computation and/or transformation
Number of constraints to be satisfied
Amount of transformation required to communicate a solution
Explicitness of the problem statement (largely unspecified or escribed in detail)
Source: OECD (2009)
Own processing
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OECD summarizes this three core dimensions in the following figure:

Figure 12: Three core dimensions of problem solving in technology-rich environments

Source: OECD (2009, p. 11)

This conceptual framework, following again Vanek (2017)4, and as we have said, can be
applied in a practical way to the PS-TRE (or CT) teaching-learning process. For this,
she proposes to raise problems related to the reality and daily life of adults, promoting
active engagement with both social and contextual factors (therefore also CrT), applying
the conceptual framework previously proposed in the form of steps, using ICTs, in the
following way:

4 We strongly recommend the Reading of this paper to deepen into the proposal
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Table 8. Teachable steps of the PS-TRE process5
Step 1

Goal Setting. In PS-TRE, a goal is an end result – what you want to happen so that task
completion is possible. You can set a goal after you recognize the difference between
what is happening and what you want to be happening; this is understanding the nature
of the problem. The conceptual framework calls this “problem finding.”

Step 2

Planning, self-organizing. This step involves strategizing, setting up, and moving
through a series of steps requiring reflection and corresponding actions. Each phase
supports a sub-goal, which, when achieved, triggers a new sub-goal and its constituent
reflection and actions. PS-TRE also calls this “problem shaping.”.

Step 3

Acquiring and evaluating information. Because PS-TRE is primarily concerned with
problems that arise due to use of ICT, this step is important. It involves an awareness of
the validity of information sources and, most importantly, a critical read of the content
provided.

Ongoing

Monitoring progress. Moving to reach a goal is a reflexive process where one
continuously gauges how a strategy or action impacts progress. This happens at every
step.

Step 4

Making use of information. After finding useful information, one must then be able to
act on it.

Sorce: Vanek (2017)

Therefore, the resolution of a problem related to the contents of the course centres the
instruction. The idea is that the participants, through learning by doing, develop
metacognitive awareness, gaining control over the PS process, while they acquire
academic content. Once they train these PS skills, they can use them to solve other
problems of different contexts.
Regarding the way of introducing these activities of PS-TRE teaching with adults,
Vanek recommends that, although they can be used in any type of learning or field, they
are especially suitable for courses on the use of ICTs or digital skills, given that
computer tools are needed to its realization While, the approach recommended by
Vanek also suggests not pushing challenging PS-TRE concepts at the same time as
introducing new technologies. And it’s better that adults have a minimum understanding
of the online environment and some of the basic computer functions
Regarding the graduation of activities, as in any learning, the author recommends
gradually adding complexity in both the description of task (i.e., making it less explicit)
and the process required to solve a problem (e.g., requiring more steps).

5

Some examples of these steps applied to activities can be found at: http://edtech.worlded.org/wpcontent/uploads/2017/09/PSTRE_Guide_Vanek_2017.pdf
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Specifically, the process of introducing PS-TRE with adults that Vanek recommends is
the following (2017, pp. 15-22):
0)

Planning. First teacher has to ask him/herself the following questions, that will

guide him/her across the process:
- What tasks are relevant to my learners’ work, family and everyday living, or
education and further learning?
- What are some representative problems inherent in those tasks?
- What technologies are required for solving the problems and accomplishing the
tasks?
- What context or environment will provide the stimulus for the task and planning
for problem solving (e.g., website, software, hardware, etc.) and how complex is
it?
- By what combination of complexity factors can I vary the difficulty of the
required tasks to meet the diverse needs of all my learners?

1)

Teaching learners why PS-TRE is important: The objective is this is double.

On the one hand, pointing out the connection between problematic tasks and
technologies. On the other hand, an informal analysis of learners’ awareness of
technologies in their daily lives for relevant PS
Example:
1) The teacher starts by having learners list computer skills that they
find valuable – either those they draw on regularly or those they
wish they could learn.
2) A teacher or student volunteer(s) can create a table, starting by
writing the elicited computer tools and skills down in one column.
3) The teacher then facilitates the discussion further by asking for
what each tool or skill is used and why it would be useful,
completing the chart as the discussion unfolds.
4) If learners do not have a familiarity with any given tool or skill,
the teacher or students can demonstrate it or find an image of it to
share.

2)

Determining needs. It is needed that teachers determine the students’ facility

with the relevant technologies, so they can understand better what needs to be explicitly
taught before teaching the PS (e.g., using mouse, click, copy/paste, move, highlight,
delete, etc.). She proposes as a tool for this assessment the Northstar Digital Literacy
Standards
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3)

Spelling out the process. In this moment PS-TRE cognitive dimension starts.

The teacher explains a problem, and the step process, following table x.
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Table 9. Steps and activities for PS-TRE process
Step

Activity

This is “problem finding,” or figuring out the end
result, what you need to accomplish so that task
completion is possible.

Use the scenarios or problems that the learners identified
in the previous exercise. Have them do “problem finding:

Step 1: Set a goal

What is happening / What I want to happen

You can set a goal after you recognize the difference
between what is happening and what you want to be
happening. Recognize that this might not be
immediately clear. Decide how you will know when
you have accomplished your goal.
Step 2: Plan and Organize
Create a plan for solving the problem. This is
“problem shaping,” setting up and moving through a
series of phases of reflection and corresponding
actions. Each phase supports a subgoal, which when
achieved triggers a new sub-goal and its constituent
reflection and actions.
What strategies, technology resources, or sort of
information is critical for accomplishing your goal?
How will you employ it or access it?

Use the scenarios or problems that the learners identified
in the previous exercise. One at a time, ask learners to
make a planning chart showing technology to be
employed and for what task. This will be the first draft of
their plan.
Task:
Technology:
What I will do:

Step 3: Monitor Progress
Moving to reach a goal is a reflexive process where
one continuously gauges how a strategy or action
impacts progress.
Pay attention to your progress. Did you make a
mistake in your planning and now need to reassess the
tasks and technology resources?

As an extension to the activity above, teachers ask
students to discuss how they will know if the steps they
laid out are useful and if they are making progress. The
table in Step 2 could be expanded with an additional
column for registering such information. Teachers follow
up with an activity about what to do if a plan fails.
Task:
Technology:
What I will do:
Progress?:

Step 4. Acquire & Evaluate Information
Not all information is equally useful or reliable.
Selecting helpful information involves an awareness
of the source and a critical read of the content
provided.
After finding information, consider these questions: Is
this what I need to know? Can I trust the source? Do I
understand it and know how to use it?

A useful focus for developing proficiency with this step is
building awareness about how to interpret information
and evaluate its source. There are a number of resources
available online for building evaluation skills, especially
critiquing information found online.

Step 5: Use the Information
Consider what the task requires to make the
information useful: Does it need to be organized?
Combined with information from another source? Put
into a different format? Consider how it will be best
presented or shared.

Ask students to consider the task and what final action is
required to make use of the information or solution
gleaned through the previous steps. You might create a TChart showing the task description on one side and a
space for noting the action(s) required for making use of
information on the other side. Remind students that they
are done after they have completed some final action.
Task / Final action

Source: Vanek (2017)
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4)

Describing PS-TRE complexity levels. As adult learners come to education

with different levels, teachers must be sure that the tasks have a complexity that they
can handle and give opportunities for everyone to engage with PS. To do that, Vanek
proposes a table for teachers “to better understand each complexity factor and then
begin to imagine how the might be variously combined to create items of varied
complexity in order to finetune worked examples that provide adequate scaffolding for
their classroom activities” (2017, p. 21)
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Table 10. Representing varied complexity in PS-TRE activities
Complexity Factor

Guiding Questions for
Adjusting Complexity
How clearly is the
problem described; is
the goal directly stated?

Continuum
of Complexity
Explicit -> Inferred

Number of online
environments or
applications

How many ICTs are
required to solve the
problem?

One -> Two or more

Familiarity of
environments

Are the ICTs
commonly used
applications, devices, or
functions or are they
unfamiliar (e.g., email
versus a unique webbased form)?

Familiar -> Novel

Number of steps

Can the information
required to reach the
goal be accomplished in
one step?

Limited -> Multiple

Number of operators

Does the activity
require more than one
activity or strategy
within any of the steps
(e.g., running a sort
function and printing a
report in Excel)?
Does the task require
attending to incremental
progress toward goal?
What might indicate
positive progress
toward the goal?
How controlled is the
task? Are there likely to
be unintended results
that distract or hinder
progress toward the
goal?

One -> Multiple

Definition of problem
or goal

Degree of monitoring

Distractors, unexpected
outcomes and impasses

Little or none -> Some

None -> Some

Tips for Worked
Examples
Be intentional about
word choice and
whether or not the
problema statement
includes ample clues
for learners.
Determine required
number of ICTs based
on the number of steps
required and the
learners’ technology
skills.
Balance choices about
familiarity of
environments and
applications with
learners’ broader
technology experience
and other complexity
factors.
Given learner
proficiency with
required ICTs and other
complexity factors,
determine what number
of steps might inhibit
persistence.
Given learner
proficiency with
required ICTs and other
complexity factors,
determine what number
of operators might tax
task persistence.
Limit degree of
monitoring if the ICT or
operators required are
fairly new.

In the early stages, limit
distractors. Set up
worked examples
unlikely to result in
surprises and impasses.

Source: Vanek (2017)

Once the definition of the task is planned, the PS-TRE steps required (list of possible
steps) are defined, the list of possible technologies required is made, and the complexity
factors in the task are evaluated, the task will be implemented with the adult students. In
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it, emphasis will be placed on the importance of planning. For that Vanek recommends
to use the PS-TRE Core Dimensions figure from the PS-TRE conceptual framework6.
Figure 13. Problem Solving Planning Map

Source: Vanek (2017)

Many examples of interesting activities for training PS-TRE, very similar to the ones
that PIAAC uses, can be found in DigitalLearn.org: https://www.digitallearn.org/
So, to conclude, although there are no examples tested on the PS-TRE as an
example of CCT teaching-learning, although it has been already defended by
literature, our proposal would be to use this model, widely developed, and directly
thought for adult education for that purpose.

8. Methods of CCT assessment
8.1. Quantitative assessment: scales
One of the most common methods for evaluating cognitive abilities is the use of scales
to be analysed through statistics procedures. However, given the complexity of the CT,
already discussed in previous sections, its evaluation is not easy, and it has not been an
6

This figure can be also used as self-assessment or peer to peer assessment, as we will
see in epigraph 8
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element that very well developed in scientific literature by now. On the other hand,
there is no scale that measures the CCT, joining the concepts of CrT and CT.
One of the most coherent options with what has been analysed so far is the evaluation of
the different subskills that compose the CT. In this way, one of the most recent
approaches to the evaluation of the CT, which also takes into account the CrT subskill,
is the scale validated by Korkmaz et al. (2017), with no precedents. That’s why, the
authors take as reference earlier scales that refer to each of the subskills to compose a
new CT scale:
-

Creative Thinking: “How Creative Are You?” developed by Whetton and
Cameron (2002).

-

PS: “Problem Solving Scale” developed in 1982 by Heppner and Peterson.

-

Cooperativity: “Cooperative Learning Attitude” Scale” by Korkmaz (2012)

-

CrT: California Critical Thinking Disposition Inventory (CCTDI) (Facione and
Facione, 1992)

-

Algorithmic thinking: “Logical- Mathematical Thinking” developed by Yesil
and Korkmaz (2010)

-

Communication skills: after the factorial analysis communication skills
questions were removed for not being significant

In the first version of the questionnaire 8 items for the communication skills, 20 items
for the algorithmic thinking, 12 items for Critical Thinking, 8 items for Cooperative
Learning, 13 items for Creativity and 13 items for problem solving skills were selected.
After the factorial analysis to validate the scale, the items that had to be assessed within
these subskills were the following:
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Table 11. Computational Thinking scale items
Creativity
I like the people who are sure of most of their decisions
I like the people who are realistic and neutral
I believe that I can solve most of the problems I face if I have sufficient amount of time and if I show
effort
I have a belief that I can solve the problems possible to occur when I encounter with a new situation.
I trust that I can apply the plan while making it to solve a problem of mine.
Dreaming causes my most important projects to come to light.
I trust my intuitions and feelings of “trueness” and “wrongness” when I approach the solution of a
problem
When I encounter with a problem, I stop before proceeding to another subject and think over that
problem.
Algorithmic thinking
I can immediately establish the equity that will give the solution of a problem
I think that I have a special interest in the mathematical processes
I think that I learn better the instructions made with the help of mathematical symbols and concepts
I believe that I can easily catch the relation between the figures
I can mathematically express the solution ways of the problems I face in the daily life.
I can digitize a mathematical problem expressed verbally
Cooperativity
I like experiencing cooperative learning together with my group friends.
In the cooperative learning, I think that I attain/will attain more successful results because I am working
in a group.
I like solving problems related to group project together with my friends in cooperative learning.
More ideas occur in cooperative learning.
Critical thinking
I am good at preparing regular plans regarding the solution of the complex problems.
It is fun to try to solve the complex problems.
I am willing to learn challenging things.
I am proud of being able to think with a great precision.
I make use of a systematic method while comparing the options at my hand and while reaching a
decision.
Problem solving
I have problems in the demonstration of the solution of a problem in my mind.
I have problems in the issue of where and how I should use the variables such as X and Y in the solution
of a problem.
I cannot apply the solution ways I plan respectively and gradually.
I cannot produce so many options while thinking of the possible solution ways regarding a problem.
I cannot develop my own ideas in the environment of cooperative learning.
It tires me to try to learn something together with my group friends in cooperative learning.
Source: Korkmaz et al. (2017)

The scores in the scale were: “(1) never”, “(2) rarely”, (3) sometimes”, “(4) generally”
and “(5) always”.

8.2. Quantitative assessment: PIAAC PS-TRE
After analysing the concept of CCT, and considering the lack of assessment of these
competences for adults, we considered the idea of using the evaluation of the Program
for the International Assessment of Adult Competencies (PIAAC) on Problem Solving
in Technology Rich Environments (PS-TRE) (OECD, 2013). In already mentioned
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works, such as that of Akcaoglu & Koehler (2014), the PS test was used by PISA to
measure this capacity in middle school students, in order to analyse their CT. Therefore,
we believe that this measure could also be applied to adults.
As we have mentioned in epigraph 7, other authors like Vanek (2017), Hämäläinen et
al. (2015) and Yadav et al. (2017) have already made an equivalence (directly or
indirectly) between PS-TRE concept and CT. But no proposals have been made to make
an equivalence between PS-TRE assessment and CT assessment. That’s why we
propose to use PS-TRE method for an alternative of CT evaluation.
As pointed out in the proposal of Methods and resources for CT teaching-learning to
adults, assessment in PS-TRE (and consequently CCT) is best contextualized in
relevant or authentic tasks (Vanek, 2017). This prerequisite also fulfills the objective of
putting into practice, not only the CT, but also the CrT. In the same line, Gallagher
(1997) suggests that in any PS activity, multiple-choice questions are not adequate to
evaluate it, but students must complete relevant tasks that demonstrate both an
understanding of the process and completion of tasks that are likely to find in daily life.
OECD (2009) explains that the evaluation of PS-TRE skills should include both a
measure of performance for PS and a measure of the effectiveness of the strategy. For
this, the cognitive components that underlie PS-TRE can be evaluated (figure x,
epigraph 7.2.): Establish objectives, plan, acquire and make use of information. These
components, however, will be related to different underlying cognitive abilities. Thus,
for example, the setting of objectives may depend on the reasoning ability of a person,
or the location of the information may be related to the ability of a person's visual
scanning and reading skills, although, in the case of PIAAC evaluation, being largescale, it cannot be so refined and only evaluates the overall performance indicators of
problem solving and strategy. For this the software collects:
-

the time spent solving the problem

-

the actions taken

-

the sequence in which the actions are carried out

Therefore, a baseline for student progress evaluation can be PSTRE assessment in
Education and Skills Online Assessment (ESO). ESO claims to measure “cognitive and
non-cognitive skills that individuals need for full participation in modern societies”
(Education and Skills Online Assessment: the online version of PIAAC, 2014). As
Vanek (2017) point out, these are skills that adults draw upon in diverse contexts and
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are consequently difficult to capture in a snapshot assessment. ESO is an assessment
tool designed to provide individual level results that are linked to the OECD Survey of
Adult Skills (PIAAC) measures of literacy, numeracy and problem solving in
technology-rich environments, using different level activities that assess critical skills
associated with work, home and the community (ESO, 2014). The individual or
organizational results of this online test can be compared to the measures used in this
Survey, and also contrasted with participant countries’ results, providing an easy-toread report after the completion of the assessment. It has the possibility of assess which
skills we want to measure, so it’s perfect to be adapted to PS-TRE assessment, being
available in English, Italian and Spanish, among others.

Figure 14. Main Elements of Education & Skills Online Assessment

Source: Vanek (2017)

Once the student has completed the test he/she (or the teacher) can compare his/her
level to the PIAAC PS-TRE standards (figure x).
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Figure 15. Description of PIAAC PS-TRE proficiency levels.

Source: Vanek (2017, p.42) and Goodman, Finnegan, Mohadjer, et al. (2012)

On the other hand, following Vanek (2017), basing her explanation on Gallagher’s
(1997) but applying it to the kind of activities for PS-TRE PIAAC stablishes, she
suggests that in PS, peer feedback or self-assessment can be the best way of evaluation,
providing them a structure to support it. For that, Vanek (2017) proposes two rubrics to
ask to the students (individually or among peers) how they address each aspect of the
PS process:
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-

Problem Planning Map (figure x)

-

Problem Solving Chart (figure x)

Figure 16. Problem Planning Map

Task
(Describe task here)

Technologies
(List technologies
required for solving
the problem)

Possible Steps for Solving
Problem
1) Make a plan: (describe)
2) Set sub-goal: (describe)
3) Evaluate info: (describe)
4) Monitor progress: (describe)
5) Use information: (describe)

Source: Vanek (2017)
Own processing
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Table 12: Problem Solving Chart
Task: Name of the task
Technologies: Name the technologies you used to complete the task
Step
What’s Involved
Set a goal
“Problem finding.” What do I want to
happen so that I can complete the task?
What is the end result?
Plan and organise
“Problem-shaping.” Create a plan for
solving the problem. What subgoals,
strategies, technology resources, or sort
of information is critical for
accomplishing the goal?
Set a subgoal
What is the first action?
Monitor progress
Pay attention to your progress. Did you
make a mistake in your planning and
need to reassess the tasks and technology
resources?
Acquire & evaluate information
While locating and after finding
Information, consider: Is this what I need
to know? Can I trust the sources? Do I
understand what it says?
Monitor progress
Pay attention to your progress. Did you
find the right information? Do you need
more?
Use the information you found
Consider the task required to make the
information useful: Does it need to be
organized, combined with information
from another source, put into a different
format? Consider how it will be best
presented or shared.
Set subgoal
What is the next action?
Monitor progress

Pay attention to your progress. Did you
make a mistake in your planning and
need to reassess the tasks and technology
resources?

Acquire & evaluate information

While locating and after finding
information consider: Is this what I need
to know? Can I trust the sources? Do I
understand what it says?
Consider whether or not you solved the
problem. If not, go back to the beginning
and set a new goal or add a subgoal.
Consider the task required to make the
information useful: Does it need to be
organized, combined with information
from another source, put into a different
format?
Consider how it will be best presented or
shared.

Monitor progress

Use the information you found

Student Notes

Source: Vanek (2017)

Considering these two models, we could propose a first evaluation using ESO
assessment provided by PIAAC on-line test. After that, a peer to peer or self-
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evaluation during the process of completing a PS activity, using the rubrics
provided by Vanek (2017). Finally, after finishing the course/workshop/seminary
on CCT, and using again ESO on-line questionnaire, the students’ progress on
acquiring PS subskills using technology could be assessed in order to be compared
to the mark obtained in the first test.

8.3. Qualitative assessment: Interviews and project analysis
Neither have the qualitative evaluations of the TC been very developed to date. An
example is found in the work of Brennan and Resnick (2012), who, defending Scratch
as an ideal method for the CT teaching-learning, describe three main approaches to
evaluate the development of the CT through the works designed by the participants
using this program:
1) Project portfolio analysis: Analyse the portfolios of the projects of the participants
and generate a visual representation of the programming blocks used, or not, in each
project. For this they propose to use a set of visualizations called Scrape
(http://happyanalyzing.com/) that analyse the programming blocks within Scratch
projects (Wolz, Hallberg, & Taylor, 2011). Each column represents a project and all
of the blocks it contains, and each row represents a specific type of Scratch block. A
darker shade indicates more frequent use of a block within the project. The final
column identifies blocks that have never been used. An example of this analysis for
an experienced user of Scratch is shown in figure x.
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Figure 18. Scrape User Analysis visualization for an experienced Scratcher

Source: Brennan & Resnick (2012)

2) Artifact-Based Interviews: Interviews focused, first, on the use of Scratch,
following the following guideline:
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Table 13. Use of Scratch interview guideline
1. Background
a. Introduction to Scratch: How did you find out about Scratch? What is Scratch?
b. Current practices: Where do you use Scratch? What do you do with it? Do other people help
you? Do you help other people?
2. Project Creation
a. Project framing: How did you get the idea for your project?
b. Project process: How did you get started making your project? What happened when you got
stuck?
3. Online Community
a. Introduction to the online community: What do you do in the online community?
What is the Scratch online community?
b. Other people, other projects: How do you find interesting people and interesting projects?
How do you interact with other Scratchers?
4. Looking Forward
a. Scratch: What do you dis/like about Scratch? What would you keep, add, change?
b. Technology: What are other tech-related things you like to do?
c. Beyond technology: What are other non-tech-related things you like to do?
Source: Brennan & Resnick (2012)

Secondly, the interviewees were asked to choose two projects they had carried
out in Scratch, asking about:

Table 14. Artifact-Based interview guideline
History and motivation for the project
Process of developing the project
o how they got started
o how the project evolved during development
o what was important for them to know in order to make the project
o what problems they encountered throughout the process,
o how they dealt with those problems.
Reflections on the artefact
o what they were most proud of
o what they might want to change
o what surprised them
Source: Brennan & Resnick (2012)

3) Design scenarios: Given a set of three projects with low-medium-high complexity
levels, the respondent is asked to select one and:
a. explain what it consists of
b. describe how it can be extended
c. correct some error
d. modify the project by adding some feature.
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We consider that this evaluation that is carried out on Sratch, could be implemented to
other applications that are designed for this purpose, in case they are based on this type
of design and programming activities.

To sum up, CT assessment is not yet developed in depth in literature. We can find
quantitative scales based on CT subskill assessment and qualitative evaluation using
interviews and the students’ projects. However, as we propose an association of CCT
and PS-TRE, when we focus on adults, and as we have already said, we could propose a
first evaluation using ESO online platform as a pre and post-test, and a peer to peer or
self-evaluation during the process of completing a PS activity with the the rubrics
provided by Vanek (2017).

9. Conclusions
As we have seen in the introduction section, the need for developing adequate levels of
skills for successful participation in the labour market and society as a whole is one of
the core priorities recognised by the European Commission. This need is especially
relevant nowadays with the the development of Industry 4.0 and the new requirements
of digitalization. A change of paradigm that effectively opens new scenarios in the
production of goods and services and in the labor market. Definitively, a revolution that
hinges on a stock of competences to which workers and citizens need to be trained on,
in order to be prepared for the change. Among these new capabilities, we find the socalled "Computational Thinking", that must be deeply connected to the "Critical
Thinking", so that is possible to synthesize them into critically-computational skills
(CCT). In this sense, although nowadays these competences are included in many
European scholar curriculum, adult population are still outside these “competences
revolution”, being necessary to foster lifelong learning activities to connect them with
these new skills.
In this report, we’ve made an attempt to define CT and CrT, linking them and
concluding that CT synthesises CrT and existing knowledge towards a PS, broadening
the meaning of CrT and making it more applicable and useful for nowadays’
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technological problems. However, CrT is implicit into CT, not only for being a kind of
thinking that is naturally inside of CT concept, but, also, because, it can bring to CT a
deeper understanding of different perspectives about the problem and the consequences
of its solution. CrT can help CT in encouraging consideration of social awareness, or
perceived social impact of our PS process and its solutions, not addressed in CT. As we
have remarked in our literature review and discussion of both concept, CrT brings to CT
the learning to solve problems and decision-making, taking into account a critical
conscience, and integrity in the face of external political, cultural and economic
influences to this PS.
Therefore, as a conclusion about both concepts, we can say that the union of the
learning of CrT and CT, (CTT) is necessary in the achievement of a society capable of
facing the economic, cultural, political, labour and social challenges of the 21st century,
as the European Commission (2016) points out. A way of tackling the PS that, taking
into account the approximations of both types of thinking include reflections on real
problems and their consequences and implications.

About CCT teaching-learning to adults, we have seen that this is a kind of thinking that,
despite receiving great attention in terms of its application to primary and secondary
students, has not been developed among the adult population, as we hypothesized in our
introduction. The only adult group in which educational strategies have been developed
in this sense have been the teachers, since they are the ones who must transmit these
skills to the students in the classroom. Therefore, due to the absence of experiences of
this type, we have analysed different pedagogical approaches and application tools of
the CCT, taking into account their use or not of technologies, their inclusive nature and
their express reference to the joint development of the CrT and CCT.
However, if we focus our attention exclusively on the adult population, we consider that
a specific and interesting proposal can be to use the model of activities included in the
Program for the International Assessment of Adult Competencies (PIAAC) on Problem
Solving in Technology Rich Environments (PS-TRE) (OECD, 2013). Concretely, we
have followed the proposal made by Vanek (2017), who develops a specific approach to
CCT teaching-learning for adults, using the example of PS-TRE contextualized
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activities in real and relevant PS tasks, using digital devices, and putting into practice
not only the CT, but also the CrT.
Finally, about CT assessment, as we propose an association of CCT and PS-TRE, we
also consider that the best approach to evaluate CCT skills could be to use also the
different tools that OECD (2013) and authors as Vanek (2017) claim for, when we work
in PS-TRE environment. That is, a first evaluation using ESO online platform as a pretest, a peer to peer or self-evaluation during the process of completing a PS activity with
the rubrics provided by Vanek (2017), and a final post-test, using again ESO online
platform to assess the CCT skills improvements achieved by students.
The absence of specific works regarding the CCT teaching-learning for adults, leads us
to make an exploratory proposal based on this review of the literature, on the collection
of good practices by the project partners, and in the interviews depth with professionals,
leads us to a more concrete approach towards our goal of Development of a common
methodology for effective teaching / learning on CCT to adults.
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